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SAMENVATTING

Een circuit moet ontworpen worden om de Dl micro gas ontladings lamp te voeden
vanuit het lichtnet (230V/50Hz). Dit circuit moet dan zorg dragen voor het ontsteken, de
glim-boog overgang en een goede opwarming van de lamp. Hierna moet een constant
vermogen van 34W geleverd worden aan de lamp. In dit verslag wordt een elektronische
ballast beschreven die aan bovenstaande eisen voldoet, en die bovendien de hoge opwarm
stroom en de condities tijdens heet ontsteken van de lamp aankan.

Het principe van de ballast bestaat uit een pre-conditioner, een down-converter, een
commutator en een ontsteekcircuit. Een regelcircuit bepaalt wanneer de down-converter
vermogen moet leveren aan de lamp of niet, en of het ontsteekcircuit aangezet moet
worden of niet.

Om hogere harmonische stromen in het lichtnet te beperken is een up-onverter nodig als
pre-conditioner. Daar het ontwerp van deze ballast zich echter nog in het experimentele
stadium bevindt wordt nu nog een dubbelzijdige diode gelijkrichter gebruikt als pre
conditioner.

Daar we een stroombron karakter nodig hebben, en aangezien het gemakkelijk is om een
gelijkspanning te maken (pre-conditioner), ligt het voor de hand om een gelijkstroombron
te maken. Deze stap kan gedaan worden met behulp van een down-converter. Aangezien
het ontwerp van de down-converter spoel erg belangrijk is, wordt hier extra aandacht aan
geschonken. De duty-cycle van de down converter wordt geregeld d.m.v. een
vermogensregeling in combinatie met een opwarm circuit. Dit wordt zo gedaan om een
lichtoploop te verkrijgen die in overeenstemming is met de SAE normen (voor auto
industrie). Direkt licht en de mogelijkheid tot heet herontsteken zijn twee belangrijke
eigenschappen voor toepassing van de lamp.

Een gasontladingslamp werkt echter niet goed op gelijkstroom. De lampstroom moet
gecommuteerd worden met een bepaalde frequentie. De keuze van deze commutatie
frequentie is belangrijk in verband met akoustische resonanties. Vit experimenten is
gebleken dat het frequentiegebied tussen 50 en 1000Hz uitermate geschikt is voor een
voeding met blokvormige stromen. Voor de commutatiefrequentie is een frequentie van
600Hz gekozen.

Het circuit moet ook zorg dragen voor het ontsteken van de lamp en voor de glim-boog
overgang. Een ontsteker levert 18kV spannings pulsen, die zorg dragen voor het
ontsteken van de lamp. Om daarna van een succesvolle glim-boog overgang verzekerd te
zijn, moet de uitgangscapaciteit van de down-converter opgeladen zijn tot 500V. Deze
spanning wordt gegenereerd door een spanningsvermenigvuldiger. De goede overname
van de lamp in deze fase wordt gegarandeerd door een ovemame circuit en een diode
schakelaar.



SUMMARY

An electronic ballast should be designed to operate the D 1 micro gas discharge lamp from
the mains (230V150Hz). This circuit has to take care of the ignition, the glow to arc
transition of the gas discharge and a proper run up of the lamp. Hereafter, a constant
power of 34W must be supplied to the lamp. In this report an electronic ballast is
described that can cope with these constraints and also the high run-up currents and hot
restrike conditions that are required for the D I lamp.

Basically the ballast consists of a pre conditioner, a down converter, a commutator and an
ignition circuit. A control circuit determines when the down converter should supply
power to the lamp and when the ignitor should be switched on.

To limit the harmonics in the mains current an up converter is needed as pre conditioner.
However, since the development of the ballast is still in its experimental stage, a full
bridge rectifier is used instead of an up converter.

Since it is easy to create a DC-voltage source (pre conditioner) and a current source
characteristic is needed, the most easy solution is to make a DC-current source. This is
done by the down converter. Since the design of the down converter inductor is very
important, extra attention is paid to this design. The down converter duty cycle will be
controlled by a power control circuit in combination with a run up circuit. This in order
to accomplish a light output within boundaries that are comparable with SAE boundaries
(automotive application). Instant light and hot re-strike capability are two vital features
for application of the lamp.

A gas discharge lamp, however, does not function well on a direct current due to
cataphoresis. Therefore the lamp current has to be commutated, and a commutation
frequency has to be chosen. The choice of this commutation frequency is quite important
because of acoustic resonances. By experiment it showed that the 50-1000Hz low
frequency window is well suited for square wave operation, and a commutation frequency
of 600Hz is used.

The circuit constructed also has to ignite the lamp and perform the glow to arc transition.
An ignitor provides 18kV voltage pulses that take care of the ignition of the lamp. To
guarantee a good glow to arc transition, an open voltage of 500V of the down converter
capacitor is needed. This voltage is generated by a voltage multiplier. Good take over of
the lamp is achieved by discharging the down converter capacitor by means of a take over
circuit and a diode switch.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Within the department of Electromechanics and Powerelectronics (EMV) of the Technical
University Eindhoven work concerning the design of electronic ballasts for gas discharge
lamps is done. In conjunction with Philips Lighting, circuits for gas-discharge lamps are
designed.

A relatively new type of gas-discharge lamp is the D1 metal halide lamp, a micro gas
discharge lamp with a nominal power of 34 Watts. The quantity of light produced by this
lamp is doubled at half the energy consumption of halogen lamps. The D1 lamp originally
was designed for motor car headlights. It's advantage is that due to it's small arc length
of approximately 3.5mm, reflectors for focussing the radiated light can be much smaller
than traditional reflectors. This opens the possibility of making the bonnet of a car lower
which may result in a lower fuel consumption. For automotive applications an electronic
ballast for l2V= already exists. Since the D1 lamp is produced in such great quantities
other applications are looked for. By making a 230V150Hz ballast, indoor applications are
possible. One might think of usage in e.g. a projector T.V. set. (small focus).

In this report the design of an electronic circuit for the D1 lamp for 230V150Hz will be
described. This circuit has to take care for the correct ignition of the lamp and acts as a
regulated power supply under normal operation.

It was constrained that the characteristics of the 230V150Hz ballast, if possible, would be
the same as those of the 12V= ballast. The circuit furthermore should be designed from a
"minimal volume" and "minimal loss" point of view. This means that the power part of
the circuit should consist of as low a number of power parts as possible (especially
chokes and transformers).

To design such an electrical circuit, one must consider the electrical properties of the
lamp. Therefore first some physical processes in the gas discharge lamp will be
discussed. These processes have great influence on the design of the circuit. Then the
design of the different parts of the circuit comes up for discussion. After the design the
choice of the components will be discussed. The coupling between ignition and normal
operation will be discussed hereafter. Finally, the regulator circuit will be described and
measurements performed (at parts of the whole circuit and at the complete circuit) will be
discussed.

In conclusion, the following problem has to be solved. Design a circuit which is
connected to the mains (230V150Hz) that ignites the D1 lamp by means of an 18kV
voltage pulse and supplies enough voltage (500V) and power to bring the lamp in the arc
discharge mode. In the arc-discharge mode the current through the lamp has to be
rectangular with and amplitude of 400 rnA and a frequency between 100 and 800 Hz. In
normal operation the nominal lamp voltage will be 85V (34W), and the average lamp
potential to its environment must be negative.
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2 THE Dl METAL HALIDE LAMP

2.1 INTRODUCTION

It is necessary to limit the current through a gas discharge lamp. When connected with a
voltage source the current will increase unlimited by cumulative ionization of the gas
atoms. Also, it is necessary to give the lamp current such a value, that wanted lamp
properties such as light rendering, efficiency or color will be optimal. This setting has to
be constant while varying the mains' voltage or the ambient temperature, or by aging of
the lamp.

In this chapter the physical processes in the gas discharge lamp will be discussed. In
greater detail because the design of the power supply depends on these physical processes
to a large measure. Further attention will be focussed on high-pressure lamps. There will
be made demands on the electronic circuit which depend on specific characteristics of
these lamps and the mains.

2.2 PROPERTIES OF GAS DISCHARGES

A characteristic common to all discharge lamps is the need to ignite and stabilize the
discharge. The process of ignition will be illustrated schematically by the phenomena in a
discharge between plane-parallel plates. The relevant voltage-current characteristic is
shown in figure 2.1.

v [V] Current
Breakdown

t
Voltage

Breakdown
I

•
500

II : Ill: IV ... I [A]

-15
10

-10
10

-5
10

-1 0

10 10 10

Figure 2.1: Voltage-current characteristic of a gas discharge
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I Geiger region
II Townsend discharge (self-sustained current discharge)
III Subnormal glow discharge
IV Normal glow discharge
V Abnormal glow discharge
VI Subnormal arc discharge
VII Arc discharge

A very small, intermittent current flows through the gap when a certain, relatively low
voltage is applied. Electrons liberated by photo-electric effect or by cosmic radiation from
the cathode, the so-called primary electrons, move to the anode. In order to increase the
average value of the current, the voltage must be raised. In this "Geiger" region (1) the
primary electrons are accelerated in the uniform electric field between the electrodes and
multiplied by ionization of the gas atoms.

The value of the average current is determined by the number of primary electrons
generated per second as well as by the energy the electrons acquire in the electric field.

Just before the "Townsend" region (II) the current is stilI intermittent, the average current
increases strongly for a very small voltage rise. Then at the point of "current
breakdown", the discharge becomes self-sustaining, viz. each primary electron provides
for at least one successor by means of some one or other secondary electron-liberating
process, e.g. the release of electrons by positive ions impinging on the cathode. The
discharge current is no longer intermittent. The voltage changes slightly if, after current
breakdown, the current is further increased to the point where "voltage breakdown"
occurs. Here the "subnormal glow discharge" region (III) sets in, and a substantial
voltage drop takes place.

At still higher currents the "normal glow" discharge region (IV) is attained, where the
voltage is nearly constant. Then, with further increase of the current the normal glow
develops into the "abnormal glow" discharge (V), where the voltage rises once more. The
transition from the region to the "arc discharge" (VI and VII) with considerably lower
voltage is only possible if the cathode is locally heated to such a high temperature that
ample thermionic emission sets in.

In short, during the igniton process the discharge passes through a succession of stages,
the most important of which are: current breakdown, leading to self-sustaining discharge,
voltage breakdown, leading to the glow discharge, and glow-to-arc transition, leading to
the arc discharge.

The glow-to-arc transition may occur immediately after voltage breakdown, and possibly
also at a number of current reversals after reignition. Whether or not an arc is sustained
will depend on the power supplied by the electrical circuit to the discharge.

When the discharge lamp is in the arc discharge stage the lamp has a negative current
voltage characteristic. The lamp voltage will decrease when the current increases (see
figure 2.2).

3
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Figure 2.2: the negative current-voltage characteristic.
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Because of this negative I-V characteristic the discharge-lamp cannot be connected with a
voltage source.

Suppose the lamp is in its operation point at a current i and at a lamp voltage Vbmp(i).
Two cases can occur:

1) i increases and VI3mp stays constant: The ionisation increases by stepwise ionisation
(VUJnp = constant implies Tt=constant), and so:

dn/dt > 0 .

where ne represents the electron concentration in the gas.

When, because of whatever reason the current increases a little bit, the electron
concentration and because of this also the lamp current will increase unlimited
until the lamp explodes or the electronic circuit breaks down.

2) i decreases and Vlamp stays constant, the ionisation decreases, so:

dnJdt < O.

When the current decreases a little bit, the electron concentration and beause of
this also the lamp current will decrease to zero; the lamp extinguishes.
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The above shows that a gas-discharge lamp has to be connected with a source which
controls the current.

The negative I-V characteristic in high pressure gas discharge lamps can be explained in a
simple way: when the lamp current increases, the power absorbed by the plasma increases
which causes the temperature to increase. Because of the fact that the amount of
ionisation is dependent on the temperature, the electron concentration will increase too.
With the help of plasma physics it is possible to find an expression for (1 (conductivity) of
the plasma:

(J = (2.1)

Where Oc is the collision frequency of electrons with neutral parts, I1\: is the mass of an
electron and e is the elementary charge of an electron.

With the help of equation 2.1 it can be concluded that the conductivity will increase and
as a result of this, lamp voltage will decrease.

2.3 THE 01 MICRO GAS DISCHARGE LAMP

This work is concentrated on the design of an electronic circuit for the DI lamp, a micro
gas discharge lamp (a metal halide lamp).

,,~,

---I~ ~~-":
..~/

Figure 2.3: D1 lamp

In view of the design of the electronic circuit, an important characteristic of the lamp is
the height of the voltage peak to go from glow to arc discharge (fig 2. I, regions V -+ VI).
The circuit must be able to generate this open voltage just before the ignition of the lamp,
and to maintain it during a certain time interval. For the 01 lamp this open voltage must
have a value of 500V.

Of course the circuit must ignite the lamp, which means that it has to be able to generate
a voltage peak of several kilovolts for a short time interval; for the 01 lamp this is a
voltage level of 18kV.

When the lamp is in the arc-discharge mode and the discharge is stable the current must
be controlled (figure 2.1). During run-up, the average lamp current must be limited to a
maximum of 2.6A, since a too high current density can damage the electrodes of the
lamp. The run-up current of the lamp however is very important in another way, since
the run-up time of the lamp is also depending on this maximum current.
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During nominal operation lamp voltage of the Dl lamp is 85V and lamp current is
400mA. The nominal lamp power is 34W. For more detailed data see appendix?

The shape of the current is another important fact to take into account. Because of the
fact that gas-discharge lamps only in special cases function well when connected with a
direct current (the gas mixture separates because of cataphoresis), the current has to be
alternating. The frequency of the alternating current however may not be too high « 1
kHz) because acoustic resonances can occur in the lamp. These acoustic resonances arise
because, when using high frequent (> 1kHz) alternating current, power input can induce
instabilities; gas is heated with supply frequency, which can result in standing pressure
waves. The frequencies at which they occur depend on the internal dimensions of the arc
tube and gas temperature and pressure. These pressure waves eventually result in the so
called acoustic resonances, the arc becomes unstable and very strong light flicker can
occur. A certain amount of high frequent energy during a certain time however is
necessary to initiate instabilities due to acoustic resonances. Above a certain frequency no
acoustic resonances will occur any more, this upper frequency is believed to be above
1MHz (power frequency) for the D I lamp.

For the Dl lamp it is proven (by experiment) that a square wave current with a low
frequency (from 100 to 800 Hz) is the best solution. During start up fortunately, the lamp
is less sensitive to instabilities due to acoustic resonances.

A sineshaped current is not used because the power through the lamp will pulsate. This
causes a lightripple. Also with a square wave current, re-ignition peaks (because the
current crosses zero) will be smaller since the current goes fast through the zero-crossing.
Another reason why a rectangular current is chosen is, that the current drawn from the
mains has to be as sinusoidal as possible (electricity companies). This will be discussed in
the next chapter.

An other important electric lamp characteristic (not specific for square wave operation) is
the unbalance of the voltage across the lamp for a positive or negative lamp current. this
unbalance can cause a DC current in the lamp and therefor not the same power in the
positive and negative pulse. Due to this unbalance special adaption must be made in the
circuitry resulting in a fast current control and a slower power control.

Furthermore, a lamp can have an average potential to its environment, mostly the
reflector (=earth). A positive lamp potential to earth is considered as dangerous for the
maintenance of the lamp since migration of positive ions of the plasma can take place. A
negative lamp potentional to its environment however is not considered as dangerous, it is
even preferred over a neutral average potential to the environment.
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3 THE PRECONDITIONER

3.1 INTRODUCTION

The previously mentioned electronic ballast that already exists for the D1 lamp was
designed for automotive use. This means that that ballast is fed by a car-battery, which
normally supplies a DC voltage of 12V. Most lamp circuits however use the mains as
energy source. In most cases the mains have an RMS voltage between 100 and 380 V
with a frequency of 50 or 60 Hz. Since lamp circuits are operated at frequencies and
voltages other than these values, normally a preconditioner is placed between the mains
and the rest of the circuit to establish a DC-supply (figure 3.1). From this DC-supply the
desired frequency and voltages can be generated.

MAINS

I~l---T~----

\PRECONDITIONER! ~~I S~UARE WAVE

I \
l 'I _ C !RECTIFIER CURRENT

SUPPL YI ' I i
I I ; I

~__-l j

L- J L ----'

Figure 3.1: The converter with preconditioner.

So a preconditioner is a device which serves as an adaptation between the mains at the
input and the DC-voltage at the output. This means also that the preconditioner has to
fullfill the following demands:

1. Of the energy supplier:
- shape of the current (harmonics of the mains frequency)
- input impedance (tone-frequency remote control)

2. Of the DC-voltage user:
- voltage level
- ripple voltage
- controllable and/or constant voltage
- power
- output impedance
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A preconditioner can be an electronic converter (Switch Mode Power Supply) or a passive
circuit (e.g. a bridge rectifier). The three electronic converters most frequently used are
the down-converter, the up-converter and the flyback-converter. In fact only the down
converter is not suitable as preconditioner because no current will be drawn from the
mains when the input voltage drops below the output voltage. Because a galvanic isolation
of the mains from the load is not needed for the ballast for the D 1 lamp, an up converter
as a preconditioner for the D I-lamp ballast would be the best choice.

An electronic converter is better than an LC-filter or bridge rectifier since an electronic
converter is smaller, lighter, draws a cleaner current over a wide power range and has a
better efficiency. However, since the electronic converter for the DI lamp for 230V/SOHz
is still in it's experimental stage, a full bridge mains rectifier is used instead of an
electronic converter as preconditioner. The up converter for this baIJast will be designed
on a later moment in time. For the design of this ballast therefore the experiments have
been done with a diode bridge rectifier (figure 3.2).

Full attention will be focussed on the rest of the ballast circuit: the down converter, the
control circuit, the commutator and the ignitor.

3.2 THE REALIZED PRECONDITIONER

To provide a DC input to the converter we can rectify and smooth the mains, using
semiconductor power rectifiers and large electrolytic capacitors. It is common then to use
a full-bridge rectifier. Using this approach, the high-frequency DC-to-DC converter can
be designed for a nominal DC input of approximately 31 OV.

Figure 3.2: Full bridge rectifier.

Input voltage and frequency of the mains rectifier are superimposed by the mains. A
small variation of the mains frequency only influences the output voltage ripple. The
deviation of mains voltage is inbetween -8% and +6% of the nominal RMS mains
voltage. This deviation we also can find in the output voltage. The rectifier uses the
mains voltage only during a small timeslice (wt2-wt l) per period of the mains voltage. It
happens that, due to this kind of load, the the top of the mains voltage is more distorted
than is suggested by the variation of the RMS voltage.

8
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Figure 3.3: Voltages and currents in full bridge rectifier.

When operating, the diodes are conducting from t=wt1 till t=wtz and during that time the
capacitor is charged. Inbetween t=wtz and t=wt 1+71" the capacitor discharges and during
that time the capacitor voltage decreases from u2 =u",sin(wt2) to U I =umsin(wtl). See figure
X. In case the mains, the diodes and the capacitor are ideal and don't have losses, the
capacitor will be charged to the top of the mains voltage U:!=u llI at wt=-rr/2. Then the
capacitor discharges according to:

(3.1)

To determine the maximum ripple voltage of the output of the full bridge rectifier we can
use equation 3.2

(3.2)

where Uon,IlI'X is the maximum line voltage of the mains according to a maximum of +6%
deviation of the mains amplitude. Now only the value of RI.OAD of the full bridge rectifier
and tl is unknown. Since we know that in worst case condition (for AUbridge) RLOAD will
have its minimum value, we will use equation 3.3 to calculate RLOAD,llIin

9



RLOItD,min
U2m.min

Pmu.
(3.3)

RLOAD dissipates a maximum power of 91 W during start-up at a minimum voltage of 285V
(31OV minus a maximum of -8% deviation). According to equation X this will lead to a
minimum load resistance of RLOAD,min =893U. To obtain the value of tl we now can
substitute the acquired values in equation 3.2.

(3.4)

With W m = 10011" rad/s (f=50Hz and T=20ms), C=450/lF and RL ,min=893U this gives us
for tl a value of 4.32ms. Substituting tl into equation X for AUbridgc,m3x will lead to a
maximum ripple voltage of 7.7V (2.3% ripple voltage).

Appendix 14 shows a measurement of the voltage ripple of the output capacitor of the full
bridge rectifier under nominal operation conditions. For both channels I: 100 probes were
used. This means that an AC voltage ripple of 2.6V was measured superposed on a DC
output voltage of 290V. This gives us a relative voltage ripple of 0.9% under nominal
operation.
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4 THE DOWN CONVERTER

4.1 EXPLANATION OF CONVERTER CHOICE

For a particular converter design, the first selection that should be considered is the type
of converter circuit to use. To aid in this initial converter circuit selection, Figure 4.1
offers a rough guide to the type of converter, its output voltage and power capability.
This selection has to be considered along with other requirements, including line
isolation, ripple content, overall efficiency, multiple outputs, etc.
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Figure 4.1: Converter circuit selection as a function of output voltage and
throughput power.

Table 1 summarizes the most significant properties of two converter design, which are
most likely to bu used for the 230V150Hz D1 ballast. It shows the relative strengths and
weaknesses with regard to these characteristics.
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+ Favourable
0 Average Down Converter Flyback Converter
- Unfavourable

Efficiency + 0

Circuit simplicity 0 +
Transformer volume not necessary -
Choke volume - not necessary

High frequence operation + 0

Regulator loop stability + -
Mains isolation - +
Output ripple 0 -
Current source charact. + -
Multiple outputs - +

Table 4.1: Converter design selection chart.

The possibility to use a separate transformer for line isolation is an obvious advantage of
the flyback converter circuit when compared with the down converter. Another major
advantage of the flyback converter in comparison with the down converter is the
possibility of easily providing auxiliary power supplies by just adding a number of output
windings on the transformer, together with a single diode and capacitor.

However, the down-converter has its advantages too. The three major advantages of the
down-converter in comparison with the flyback converter is the lower ripple voltage at the
output, its better current source characteristic and its regulator loop, which is easier
stablized. The high-frequency ripple current feeding into the smoothing capacitor is
limited by the inductor. This in particular makes this type of design suitable for low
voltage supplies. The fact that the down converter has a better current source
characteristic means that it is better fit for supplying power to a gas discharge lamp (a gas
discharge needs current control rather than voltage control). The biggest advantage of the
down-converter in comparison with the flyback converter however is its easier to stabilize
control loop (The flyback converer has a zero in the right half plane).

Altogether it was concluded that despite some advantages of the flyback converter the
advantages of the down converter were bigger. This means that the main electronic
converter will exist of a down converter topology.
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4.2 OPERATION OF THE DOWN-CONVERTER

Figure 4.2 shows the circuit (without the protective elements or the drive circuit) of an
inductor coupled step-down converter.

o
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.----1, ,
I I
I I
I I

I
Uo : :

Co : :
I I
I I

:-T-:
I

'-------------'-------------------'---------------,

RLOAD

Figure 4.2: Basic topology of a down converter.

If the switch is turned on, the cathode of the diode D assumes practically the potential V j •

Since Do is held constant during the cycle period T by the output capacitor Co, a voltage
Dj-Do appears across the inductor. The current in the inductor increases approximately
linearly according to equation 4.1. Energy is stored in the inductor and directly put into
the load.

dlLU = L-
L dt

(4.1)

When the switch is turned off, the energy stored in the inductance L tends to maintain the
current. D now conducts, and a voltage almost equal to the output voltage Vo appears
across the inductor. During the blocking period the inductor current falls linearly back to
its original value (also according to equation 4.1), and the stored energy in the inductor is
released.

Because of the two possible conditions of the switch, the basic circuit diagram can be
simplified for each condition.
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Figure 4.3: The two states of the down converter topology.

The duty cycle Or denotes the conducting time ( 'on' time ) tl of the switch as a
proportion of the cycle period T = 1/f.

t 1o =
T T

(4.2)

where t l is the 'on' time of the switch and T is the cycle period.
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Figure 4.4: Variation of inductor voltage UL and
inductor current IL with time.

From the relationship tl +t2 =T, as shown in figure 4.4, and equation 4.2, we can derive
equation 4.3

t21 - 0 =
T T

(4.3)

Figure 4.4 shows the voltage across and the current in the inductor, while figure 4.5
shows the waveform of the inductor current with various levels of load current.
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The mean load current may lie between the maximum value Io,nUlx and the minimum value
Ia,min' The case illustrated by figure 4.5(c) (discontinuous-current operation) should not
arise, since the output voltage Do cannot then be held to the same degree of accuracy.
Normal operation is in the continuous current mode. To maintain continuous conduction
mode it is necessary to assess boundary conditions in which the conve-rter is allowed to
operate.

I L t: ::
, ", "

~:::-:::L_::-: ::-]6~:--- --c--::_:-c--,:"
------------~--_.,,,,,,,,

'a,max
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(c)
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Figure 4.5: Time variation of inductor current IL with load currents
10 of different magnitudes.
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From figure 4.5(b) we gain,

(4.4)

where la.Olin is the minimum mean load current [A] (about 10 to 20 percent of Io.maJ.

According to Faraday's the average voltage across the inductor over a complete period is
zero. This means that input volt-seconds are equal to the released volt-seconds: the
voltage-seconds areas (Uj-Uo)t, and Uot2 must be equal (figure4.4X), and from this follows
immediately:

(4.5)

or, with given tolerances applied to the input and output voltages:

(4.6)

and

(4.7)

Equations 4.6 and 4.7 are only theoretically accurate, however, in that they neglect the
voltage drops across the diode 0 and the d.c. resistance RL of the inductor.. Since the
output voltage of a down-converter is usually relatively low, these voltage drops are not
in fact negligible. Do should therefore always be replaced by the quantity Do'.

(4.8)

where Uo is the output voltage, DF is the diode voltage drop at ILnl.x (approximately 0.5 V
in Schottky diodes and about 0.7 to 1V in epitaxial diodes) and DL is the voltage drop in
the resistance of the inductor (about 0.1 to 0.2V). Equations 4.6 and 4.7 then become:

and

u ·o,max = Uj,min0T,max
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(Strictly speaking, equation 4.8 applies with the switch blocking: with the switch
conducting the relationship Uo·= Vo + UL must be used. In fact, the duty cycle remains
practically the same.)

The output voltage Uo may be adjusted by the control system within certain limits. The
limits of the duty cycle Or.m3x and OT,min are thus determined by the extent of the input
voltage variation for a given output voltage.

°Tmax
U ";,max (4.11)

Uj,min

and

°Tmax =
U·o,min (4.12)

Uj,min

In practice the duty cycles thus calculated will be slightly increased, because the relatively
small voltage drop across the transistor has not been taken into account. The ratios
ultimately established are determined by the control system to give constant output voltage
Do. These small corrections are allowed for in the provision which is always made for
adjustment of the output voltage (in comparison with an internal reference voltage in the
controller)

In accordance with equation X, Vi .min must in all cases be greater than Vo·' since OT,m3x has
a maximum (theoretical) value of 1; a desirable objective is Vi .min ~ 2Vo·'
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4.3 THE OPERATING FREQUENCY

Although very fast switching times are achievable with the power MOSFET, it is not
always suitable or necessary to use the highest frequency possible. A major limiting factor
in S.M.P.S. design is the magnetics. Present high frequency core loss for high grade
ferrite core materials such as 3e85 limits the maximum operating frequency to about
200kHz, although new types such as 3F3 are now suitable for use at 500kHz [5].

There has always been a drive to use ever higher operating frequencies with the aim of
reducing magnetics and filter component sizes. However, most S.M.P.S designs still
operate below 300kHz, since these frequencies are quite adequate for most applications.
There is no reason to go to higher frequencies unnecessarily, since very high frequency
design is fraught with extra technical difficulties.

Furthermore, although the very fast MOSFET switching times reduce switching loss, the
increased dl/dt and dVIdt rates will generate far worse oscillations in the circuit parasitics
requiring lossy snubbers. The R.F.I. levels generated will also be far more severe,
requiring additional filtering to bring the supply within specification. The golden rule in
S.M.P.S. square wave switching design is to use the lowest operating frequency and
switching times that the application will tolerate. The preferred operating frequency of a
Switched Mode Power Supply however, is greater than 20 kHz to avoid audible noise
from the transformer.

Since volume and weight of the ballast are important, and to minimise current ripple, the
operating frequency is chosen higher than the lowest operating frequency possible: the
down converter will operate on a fixed frequency of 100kHz with a variable duty cycle.
This is possible since in steady state the duty cylce always will be below 50% (the double
arc-voltage is always below the input voltage), which means that no subharmonic
oscillations will occur.

Switching times of the MOSFET depend strongly on the operation frequency. A rule of
thumb is to keep the sum ofthe turn-on and turn-off thimes below 10% of the conduction
time. This ensures a wide duty cycle control range with acceptble levels of switching loss.
Hence, since the switching frequency is set to 100kHz and in normal operation the duty
cycle is approximately 0.3, the target here is to produce switching times of the order of
150ns to 3OOns.
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4.4 DIMENSIONING AND DESIGN OF THE CHOKE

4.4.1 INTRODUCTION

With the exception of the switches, coils (and transformers) are the most important
components of an electronic converter. Coils are relatively large and some of the most
expensive components in the circuitry. In a circuitry where low frequent current in coils
occurs, coils also can make noise.

For all above mentioned reasons coils must have special attention, especially the noise
they can produce must be kept below a reasonable level. The best way to keep down the
price and and to get low noise is to keep the volume of the coil as small as possible. The
volume of a coil is directly related to the losses in that coil. The noise a coil is producing
is mainly depending on the core material and the maximum flux density in the core
material. Therefor it sometimes might be necessary to choose a larger coil construction
(with more windings than necessarily for the maximum flux density) to get less noise.

On behalf of the lamp demands (low harmonic currents > 10kHz) a certain current shape
and allowable ripple current are chosen. These are important design parameters for the
coil. The coil limits the ripple current in the lamp, thus stabilizing the gas discharge in
the normal operation mode of the down converter. The inductance of the coil (~oil)

therefore is determined by the high frequency current ripple allowed in the lamp.

At low output voltages of the down-converter and under transient conditions such as occur
directly after ignition of the lamp, the inductor has to conduct a relatively high current. If
this current becomes too large the inductor may saturate and its inductance becomes very
low. This means that less energy (1I2Li2

) can be stored in the inductor, and if no measures
are taken, the inductor current increases rapidly and becomes very large. The current will
be limited only by the copper resistances and the Rmi,ON of the down-converter MOSFET
(very high losses). Eventually this will result in the destruction of the circuit.

To avoid saturation in the core the flux density in the minimum cross-section must not
exceed the saturation flux density Bsal of the material at 100 •C. The allowable total flux
is the product of this flux density and the minimum core area Amin and must not be
exceeded even under transient conditions that is, when a load is suddenly applied at the
power supply output, and maximum duty factor occurs together with maximum supply
voltage. Under steady state conditions the flux is reduced from its absolute maximum
permissible value to a lower value.
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4.4.2 CALCULATION OF SELF-INDUCTANCE OF THE CHOKE

The assessed boundary conditions in which the converter is allowed to operate
(continuous current operation) can be transformed into boundary conditions for the value
of the inductor of the down-converter.

From figures 4.1 and 4.4, and from equations 4.2 and 4.5 toghether with equation 4.8,
we find

(4.13)

or, from this,

(U. - u ·)U·L ~ I 0 0

IlIJUi

The worst-case value for L is obtained with U i.max and Uo.min •

(4.14)

(4.15)

The inductance L should not be too high either, since the transient recovery time ~

following a step change in load current may not be too excessive. However, since a
current source characteristic is desired for the ballast of the lamp the upper limit of the
inductance is more a practical consideration than a theoretical one; the higher the
inductance value, the bigger the volume, weight and price of the coil.

!1ILI = I +-
L,max o,max 2 (4.16)

To obtain the maximum current in the inductor II..maxo it is necessary to add Ald2 to the
mean inductor current lo.max. This maximum inductor current is important for designing
the inductor since it is an important parameter for the saturation of the inductor, and
saturation of the inductor must be avoided. So in order to prevent saturation of the
designed inductor the peak current in the inductor may not exceed this maximum inductor
current.
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According to the specifications of the lamp (appendix 7) and the down converter, we find
for worst case conditions:

U·o,min = Uo,min + UF + UL = (36 + 0.7 + 0.2) V= 36.9 V
f = 100 kHz = lOe5 Hz
..1IL = 0.26 A
Or,min = U·o,mi./Ui,max = 36.9V/(31OV*1.06) = 11 %

With these values the needed minimum self-inductance of the choke was calculated
conform equation 4.15. The self-inductantce of the coil should be at least 1.26 mH with a
minimum duty-cycle of 11 %.

With POWERL I also tried to find the smallest core for the inductor for the specified
circuit conditions. This program calculates for a given core and specified circuit
conditions the number of turns and the different kinds of power losses of the inductor,
optimised for a minimum of losses. Appendix 8 shows an output file of POWERL.
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4.4.3 POWERL

For the design of the magnetic component, the inductor, POWERL has been used.
POWERL is a program designed to calculate the different power losses of different kinds
of converters. It selects optimal wire size and/or number of turns. In this context
'optimal' means minimal losses. POWERL will try a great number of possible designs by
varying the number of turns (N) and wire-size, all the while plotting the results on the
screen. As even an optimum design dissipates heat, this process is repeated a number of
times, until the end temperature is stable. To limit the number of calculations, this
optimization is done for a mean current level and frequency.

The type of converter, the switching frequency, the output power, the maximum current,
the maximum current swing, the core type and some other circuit parameters (see
appendix 8) have to be given. POWERL then calculates the total losses of the converter.
Equation 4.17 will be used to compute the total inductor losses for the specified inductor
configuration:

K
p = P. + P = _I + K *N2

101 Iron ell N 2 2
(4.17)

K1 and K2 are constants depending on the properties of the magnetic material and the wire
used. Plot represents the total losses, Peu the copper losses and Piron the iron losses .

From dP/dN =0 follows that Plot has a minimum if Peu = Pirol1" It is easy to see that the
number of windings (N) has to be increased when from calculations follows that
Piron > > Pcu. On the other hand, if Piroll < < Pcu the number of windings must be decreased.

Following this optimization, the complete converter circuit is analyzed and losses in all of
the main components, also the inductor, are computed. This process is iterated a number
of times, until the temperature of all important components is stable or till the circuit
breaks down due to thermal instabilities. Note that during this simulation exact current
levels and frequencies are used and thus the losses found after the analysis may differ
from those found after optimization!

If all flags are set to automatic, POWERL will compute the ideal wire and winding
arrangement for a core specified by the user. With alternate flag settings, it is possible to
analyze existing designs, or to prevent the program from using wire that are hard to
handle, like for instance 250*0.032.

The losses of an inductor can be divided into different kinds of losses; the ferrite losses
and the winding losses. These two groups of losses can each be separated into two
groups. For the ferrite losses there are the hysteresis losses and the Eddy-current losses.
The winding losses consist of AC- and DC-losses in the wires.
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4.4.3.1 FERRITE LOSSES

As mentioned before, the ferrite losses can be divided into hysteresis losses and Eddy
current losses. The hysteresis losses are caused by the non-zero area of the B-H loop,
therefore these losses depend on:

- core volume,
- material properties,
- the AC-flux swing,
- the switching frequency.

8
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Figure 4.6: Flux density sweep of the down
converter choke in normal operation mode.

Equation 4.18 incorporates all important design-parameter that we can deal with.

B _< * A - * N - = L iJ * i, _ft_peW< rom rom co ...........
(4.18)

Bpealc is the maximum value of the flux density, which never should exceed a given
value Bsal' since then the core gets saturated and the inductor. B""t is a function of
the temperature, this means that for low temperatures the peak value of the flux
swing may be higher than for high temperatures. Therefore the worst case value of
Bsat will be used: Bsat at a temperature of lOO·e

Amin is the minimum area of the core cross-section.
Nmin is the minimum number of turns to be used.
Lcoil is the inductance of the coil, adjustable with the air-gap.
iL,mu is the peak current through the choke.
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The Eddy-current losses are the ohmic losses caused by the AC-flux swing inducing
Eddy-currents in the core material. Factors that influence the Eddy-currents are the
switching frequency, the maximum flux-swing and the electrical resistance of the core.

Normally the Eddy-current losses in the literature are related to a sinusoidal current. In
the down-converter however a triangular current wave form is found. In this case special
formulas should be used to adjust the triangular current wave form to a sinusoidal wave
form [5].

4.4.3.2 WINDING LOSSES

As we already know the winding losses can be divided into two kinds of losses, the AC
and the DC-losses.

The DC-losses in the windings are simply the iRMs2Roc losses of the wire material. So
POWERL has to calculate the IRMs of the current wave form. The program can calculate
the IRMs of three kinds of current wave forms:

- a triangular wave form with DC-offset,
- a triangular wave for with a dead time,
- a sinusoidal wave.

Roc can be calculated at different temperatures when p is known. The problem is that p

depends on the temperature, the temperatue is related to the power losses and the power
losses are caused by Roc. This means that there is a cyclical dependency. Because of this,
special formulas should be used to calculate the resistance of the wire at different
temperatures.

The AC-Iosses are caused by the Eddy-currents in the windings, especially for high
frequencies. Then the losses of the Skin-effect are not as important as the losses of the
Eddy-currents due to the proximity-effect.

To quickly find the minimal-loss winding, different algorithms are developed, for low and
high frequencies. POWERL is able to compute, with a wire table, the best design with
the lowest AC-Iosses
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4.4.3.3 OPTIMAL CHOKE DESIGNED WITH POWERL

In paragraph 4.4.2 the needed self-inductance of the choke was calculated conform
equation 4.15. The self-inductantce of the choke should be 1.26 mH with a duty-cycle of
11%.

With POWERL I tried to find the smallest core for the inductor, which still would
operate properly at the given specifications. According to these specifications of the lamp
(appendix 7) and those of the down converter we may find the following data for
constructing the choke:

V·o,min = Vo,min + VF + UL = (36 + 0.7 + 0.2) V= 36.9 Y
f = 100 kHz = lOe5 Hz
IminlImalt= 0.90
AIL = 0.26 A
0T,min = U·o,min/Ui.max = 36.9V1(31OY* 1.06) = 11 %
Bsat = 320mT
L ~ 1.26 mH
Core Types: EDT39, ETD34 , ETD29, U30 or U37.

Since the power-handling capability of a given core is determined by frequency, its
geometry, available winding area, and by other factors which depend on the specific
application it is difficult to determine which core would be best for the inductor.

It is much easier however, to try the most promising core types and sizes by using
POWERL to calculate whether a core is fit or not for use in the down converter. Initial
selection of the different core types depends on the needed throughput power and the
switching frequency [43]. For each core type and size POWERL determines for that
particular core the optimum wire size (and whether to use Litze wire or not). For each
inductor configuration POWERL also calculates the corresponding losses, temperatures
and window usage. Then select that configuration (core type and wire type) POWERL
showes to be the best concerning losses, temperature, volume and window usage.

Trying to find a choke with minimal volume and acceptable losses, a choke with an
ETD34 core of material 3e8S is found. Using this core 128 turns of 0.75 mm wire must
be used according to POWERL.

Since, using this configuration, window usage is roughly 70%, enough space is available
for thermal expansion of the wires and for isolation (isolation is needed between the
different wire layers around the core (high voltage».

Appendix 8 shows the output file of POWERL. The total losses of the coil computed have
acceptable values.
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The value of the air gap in the core is given by equation 4. 19

(4.19)

By substituting Jlo=41r*1O-7 Him, N=128 turns, Ae =97.1 mm2 and L=1.346 mR into
equation 4. 19 this leads to an airgap of 1.49 mm.

When constructing the choke it showed that using an airgap of 1.35 mm lead to a value of
1.50 mH for the value of the self inductance of the choke (analyzing the impedance of the
inductor was done using an impedance analyzer; for the results of this analysis see
appendix 9). Since this higher value of 1.50mH of the self inductance is even somewhat
better (less current ripple) this choke will be used in the down converter.
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4.5 THE CAPACITOR

The output capacitor of the down converter can not be chosen freely. Due to the
constraint that the characteristics of the 230V150Hz ballast (if possible) have to be the
same as those of the 12V= ballast, this capacitor must have the same value as the
corresponding capacitor in the 12V= ballast (l/lF).

Directly after the ignition pulse is offered to the lamp, the discharge passes through a
succession of stages leading to the glow discharge. By supplying enough power to this
glow discharge the glow to arc transition will be succesfull. Whether or not an arc is
sustained will depend on the power supplied by the electrical circuit to the discharge. The
energy needed for the glow to arc transition comes from the discharge of this capacitor
through the take-over circuit and the commutator into the lamp.

By experiment it has been proven that a biased DC voltage of 500V is necessary for
reliable ignition (and possibly hot and cold re-ignition) of the lamp (the ignition peak
voltage not included). Due to stochastic variations in the fabrication process of the lamps
each lamp has it's own threshold for the biased voltage for ignition. When using a lower
biased voltage (e.g. 450 V) most lamps will still ignite but some of them will not. To
obtain an ignition rate of nearly 100% the voltage of 500V showed to be high enough.

Also by experiment it has been proven that the energy needed for a succesfull glow to arc
transition can be obtained by using a I/lF capacitor charged to 500V. This capacitor then
contains an energy of 1/2CU2 = 112 * I/lF >;< (500V)2 = 0.125 Joules. By using the take
over circuit for discharging the capacitor, this energy is dosed well in time for a good
ignition of the lamp.

The capacitor of I/lF is composed by using 3 capacitors parallel, each having a value of
0.33/lF. These capacitors each have to withstand the voltage of 500V. By the
manufacturer however they are only dimensioned for a DC voltage with a maximum of
400V. It would be possible using capacitors of other manufacturers but none of them has
a volume as small as these ones, and volume is an important factor in the development of
this ballast. Nevertheless, till now tests with the 12V= ballast showed that the capacitors
well withstand this high voltage, even during longer times and under high temperature
stress. Still discussion with the manufacturer of the capacitor is needed in vieuw of
conceivable consequences of accidents and validity of possible insurance claims.

The continuous-mode alternating current ~ILI2 produces in the (ideal - i.e. loss-free)
output capacitor Co an alternating charge ~Q, such that the charges flowing into and out
of the capacitor (measured over one cycle) are equal (figure 4.7). The discontinuous area
is thus given by :

~Q
lIT T

= -~l -- = tJ.I-2 L 22 L g
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Figure 4.7: Alternating current in capacitor Co'

Applying the general relationship Q = C*U leads to:

and

(4.21)

U (l - 0)!!..1 = _0 _

L jL
(4.22)

where !!..IL is the alternating inductor current (peak-peak), and f the switching frequency.
With Uo=85Y, 0=85/310, f= 100kHz, L= 1.5mH and Co= lJlF this leads for AUo to a
value of approx. O.5Y. For the alternating inductor current !!..IL these values lead to a
value of approx. OAIA. The frequency of AUo and !!..I L are the same as the operating
frequency of the down converter, 100kHz.

The downconverter must operate as a controlable current source. For a good operation of
the lamp and for a good control behaviour the output capacitor may not have too large a
value. In fact, for real current source characteristics no output capacitor should be used.
The larger the value of the output capacitor used, the more the current source
characteristic of the down converter is turned into a voltage source characteristic. On the
other hand, however, this capacitor with its relatively large value of ll-'F is necessary for
the open voltage of 500Y and for supplying power to the lamp in glow to arc transition.

In steady state, when the resitor bypass of the take over circuit is not conducting, the
inductor of the take over circuit (see paragraph 5.2, Lw<cover=4mH) and the capacitor form
a low pass current filter located inbetween the down converter and the commutator (figure
4.8).
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Figure 4.8: Low-pass current filter

The cut-off frequency of this filter is 2.5kHz as can be computed by substituting the
values of the inductance (4mH) and capacitance (ll-'F) into equation 4.23.

(4.23)

Due to this low cut-off frequency, the output current of the filter (lamp current before
commutation) has almost no ripple in steady state, since the filter almost eliminates the
relatively large 100kHz current ripple (approx. 0.41 A) of the input current (the current in
the down converter inductor).
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4.6 SELECTION OF THE POWER SEMICONDUCTORS

The two most common power semiconductors used in a S.M.P.S. are the bipolar
transistor and the power MOSFET. The bipolar transistor is normally limited to use at
frequencies up to 30kHz, due to switching loss. However, it has very low on-state losses
and is a relatively cheap device, making it the most suitable for lower frequency
applications. The MOSFET is selected for higher frequency operation because of its very
fast switching speeds, resulting in low (frequency dependent) switching losses. The
driving of the MOSFET is also far simpler and less expensive than that required for the
bipolar transitor. However, the on-state losses of the MOSFET are far higher than those
of the bipolar transitor, and they are also usually more expensive. The selection of which
particular device to use is normally a compromise between the cost, and the performance
required.

Since switch Q200 of the down-converter has to operate at relative high freqencies
(100kHz) and since the driving of the MOSFET is far simpler than that required for the
bipolar transistor a choice was made in favour of the power MOSFET. The next step in
deciding upon a suitable type, is by the correct selection of the MOSFET's voltage and
current rating.

The voltage rating of a MOSFET depends upon the maximum voltage developed across
device. In case of a down-converter the MOSFET has to be rated for the full magnitude
of the input supply voltage. To offer the input supply voltage to the down-converter a
rectified 230V/SOHz mains input is used, using a full bridge rectifier. This will result in a
maximum input supply voltage of approximately 450V (325V plus a maximum positive
deviation of 6% and an allowance for voltage spikes of the mains (lOOV». Since a down
converter produces no significant voltage spikes across the MOSFET, this voltage level
will be used to select the correct device voltage rating.

The device must safely withstand this worst case value without breaking down. Hence,
for the MOSFET a suitably high VDR(DSS) must be selected. Using a small (but adequate)
safety factor for reliable operation, the drain-source breakdown voltage of the MOSFET
to be chosen must be at least 500V.

Just like a minimum breakdown voltage of the MOSFET also a minimum current rating
has to be dealt with. In a down-converter topology the maximum load current is
representative for the maximum switch-current. Since the average lamp current may not
exceed 2.6 A the MOSFET also will have a minimum average current rating of 2.6 A.
While selecting an appropriate device one should take into account the fact that the
current-rating of a MOSFET is dependent on the device temperature.

While conducting, the MOSFET device also operates differently from the bipolar in that
the voltage developed across it (hence, dissipation) is dependent upon the current flowing
and the device "on-resistance" which is variable with temperature. Hence, with respect
for current (and power) rating, the optimum MOSFET for a given converter can only be
chosen on the basis that the device must dissipate as less as possible of the throughput
(output) power. This means that the "on-resistance" has to be as small as possible.
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So, summansmg, while choosing the type of MOSFET the following points have to be
taken into consideration;

1) The drain to source voltage oLthe MOSFET while not conducting (YI),'j) has to be
at least 34SV.

2) The MOSFET has to be able to conduct an average current (II) of at least 2.6A .
3) The resistance of the MOSFET while condcting (RDS•olI) has to be as small as

possible

Since it answers all specified demands, the International Rectifier MOSFET IRF 840 is a
good choise;

1) VDS,bre.u:down = SOOV
2) IO,conlinuous = 5. 1A (Tjllllction = 100 °C)
3) Ros,on = 0.850

Like the MOSFET, freewheel diode D206 in the output circuit is also the main rectifier
of the down-converter topology. The voltage rating of the freewheel diode is the same as
that of the MOSFET (SOOY). The current rating however is slightly less than that of the
MOSFET (2.6 A). For reasons of safe operation still a average current rating of 2.6 A
will be used.

The freewheel diode is also subject to abrupt changes in current causing a reverse
recovery spike. Fast reverse recovery time is required for compatibility with high
frequency use, to reduce the reverse recovery spike and thus minimising switching losses.
To maximize overall converter efficiency, a low forward voltage drop is necessary to
minimize conduction losses. Furthermore, to reduce the generation of unwanted R.F.I. a
soft recovery waveform, with a low dIR/dt rate, is desired. For the specified voltage
range, these requirements are met by e.g avalanche fast soft-recovery rectifier diodes.

This means that the freewheel diode has to fulfill the following demands:

1) A repetitive reverse voltage V R of at least SOOV.
2) The diode must be capable of conducting an average current of at least 2.6A

during a short time interval.
3) The reverse recovery time has to be as small as possible

The diode BYW9SC is a good choise, since it answers all specified demands;

1) VRRM = 600Y
2) IF,(Av) = 3 A (Tjllllclioll = 100°C)
3) t.,. < 2S0ns
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4.7 THE LEVELSHIFTER

4.7.1 INTRODUCTION

A major problem with down converter circuits is the drive of the power switch. This
power switch is a high side switch referenced to the output of the preconditioner and the
negative terminal of the output capacitor of the down converter (ground).

Conventional solutions for the drive circuitry are pulse transformers, optocouplers,
integrated circuits and discrete circuits. Unfortunately however, all these methods lack in
one or more points.

Optocouplers are often slow and not very reliable and consume significant current for the
internal diodes. Pulse transformers have the disadvantage of needing a transformer which
normally is expensive, difficult to produce, heavy and they need a lot of volume.
Integrated circuits are cheap, easy to use but unfortunately until now no integrated driver
circuit is available that can cope well both with a voltage of 500V and the transient
conditions caused by the ignition process of the lamp.

Though discrete solutions suffer from the trade-off between being either fast and
dissipative or efficient and slow, a discrete levelshifter has been chosen.

4.7.2 REQUIREMENTS OF THE DRIVE CIRCUIT

The most important requirements for such a drive circuit for the down converter circuit
for the D I lamp are:

Breakdown voltage of at least 500V.
Providing sufficient gate drive current to the power MOSFET enabling fast
switching, thereby keeping the switching losses low
Directly adressable by one logic output signal of the control circuit, which means:

input signals of 5-15V
no external delay circuit required

Capable of withstanding high dVIdt in the order of 5VIns during the times the
output voltage is changing rapidly. This is particularly important for inductive
loads.
Low power consumption
Suitable for high switching frequencies
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4.7.3 THE REALIZED LEVEL SHIFfER
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Figure 4.9: The realized level shifter of the down converter.

Figure 4.9 shows the level shifter as it is used to switch Q200 on and off.

The "duty cycle in" signal is a logic signal generated by a Switch Mode Power Supply Ie
NE5560 (see paragraph 8.5). It determines whether Q200 should be swiched on or off. At
the high voltage level Q200 should be switched on and at the low voltage level Q200
should be switched off. Since the wave form may not be influenced by a load (e.g. delay
circuit R207 and C206), it is buffered by U6A and U6B. This results in a pulsed voltage
signal, with a controlled duty cycle and a frequency of 100kHz.

The delay circuit R207, C206 is used to delay the logic "duty cycle in" signal for a small
time ~td((3Y' This RC-circuit acts as a low pass filter and converts the square wave form of
the input voltage into an exponential wave form. For not influencing the delay circuit by
the gate and base currents of Q203 and Q204, NOR-gates U6C and U6D act as inverting
buffers. U6D converts the delayed analog signal of the duty cycle into a logic signal
again. Output pins 10 and 11 of U6C and U6D are connected to the MOSFET Q203 and
the bipolar transistor Q204, the actual level-shifter.
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The amplitude of the input voltage of the delay circuit is Vcc (the supply voltage). Since
the input threshold voltage of U6C is half its supply voltage, D.t'kl.y easily can be
computed by solving equation 4.24.

-~
e ~(]7C206 = .!.

2

(4.24)

By substituting R207= lkn and C206=390pF this leads to D.tdd• y '"" O.25]ts. This is small
enough (2.5% of T=lO]ts) for not influencing the duty cycle of Q200 significantly.

4.7.3.1 THE GATE DRIVE CIRCUIT

The threshold voltage of the down converter MOSFET Q200 (an IRF840) lies between 2
and 4 volts. This means that the buffer circuit, which turns MOSFET Q200 on and off
should be capable of supplying at least 4 volts to the gate of Q200. It is usual however to
provide overdrive of the gate source voltage. This means charging the input capacitance
to a voltage which is more than sufficient to turn the MOSFET fully on. This has
advantages in achieving lower on-resistance ROS.ON (less dissipation) and increasing noise
immunity. The gate power requirements are however increased when overdrive is applied.
For these reasons a voltage level of 15 volts was chosen to switch Q200 on.

The buffer is build up in a push pull configuration of two transistors, Q202 and Q201. An
advantage of this configuration is that it can charge the gate source capacitance
particularly fast and so realise extremely short switching times, which are necessary to
reduce the switching losses. Deciding however what switching times to use is a trade-off
between switching losses and R. F. I. (Radio Frequency Interference). The faster the
switching times, the more R.F.I. problems can be expected. Fortunately one of the
advantages of MOSFETs is that their switching times can easily be controlled. To control
the switching times of the MOSFET, the impedance of the gate drive circuit may be used
(R2IO). By rule of thumb a value of IOn for R2IO is sufficient for an acceptable
compromise between switching losses and R. F.I..

This resistor, R2IO, also has the advantage of damping possible oscillations. Oscillations
may occur between reactive components in the device and in connections around the
MOSFET, with the MOSFET itself (CRSS)' Since the MOSFET has a high gain, even up
to 200MHz, these oscillations might be amplified also.

Increasing gate drive impedance by using a resistor however can increase the risk of
dV/dt turn-on, which can be caused by rapid changes of drain to source voltage. Since the
charging current for the gate-drain capacitance COD flows through the gate drive circuit,
this charging current can cause a voltage drop across the gate drive impedance large
enough to turn the MOSFET on.
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To overcome this problem it is necessary to decrease the gate drive impedance when
switching the MOSFET off. This can be done by adding a diode in parallel to R21O.
Diode 0205 reduces the gate drive impedance when the MOSFET is turned off, thus
reducing the risk of dV/dt turn-on.

Due to the difference in resistance of the gate drive circuit when switching on and off,
switching MOSFET Q200 off is much faster now than switching it on. (see appendix 16)

4.7.3.2 SWITCHING-OFF THE MAIN MOSFET

The transition of the high level voltage to the low level voltage of the input pulse signal
"duty cycle in" initiates the switching off of the main MOSFET Q200 by turning the level
shifter MOSFET Q203 on. This means that the gate-source voltage of Q203 exceeds a
level of 4 volts, thus pulling the bases of buffer transistors Q201 and Q202 down to 0 V.
Hereby the transistor Q201 is switched off and Q202 on. The buffer now short-circuits
the gate of MOSFET Q200 via diode D205 to the source of Q200. The gate to source
voltage Vas of Q200 returns to zero and the MOSFET is turned off. The main part of the
gate discharge current of main MOSFET Q200 however flows through diode D205, the
buffer, level-shifter MOSFET Q203 and resistor R2ll. The source of level-shifter
MOSFET Q203 is connected to resistor R211 to limit the discharge current, preventing
damage to the level-shifter. After a small delay period ~t<ld'y transistor Q204 is turned on
as well. This transistor short circuits resistor R211 whereby the remaining charge of the
gate of Q200 can quickly flow through the transistor, assuring that the main MOSFET
Q200 is really switched off.

4.7.3.3 SWITCHING ON THE MAIN MOSFET

The transition of the low level voltage to the high level voltage of the input pulse signal
"duty cycle in" however initiates the switching on of the main MOSFET Q200 by turning
levelshifter MOSFET Q203 off (transistor Q204 is also switched off Atdcl,y later, this
however is not important for the switching on of main MOSFET Q200). Since the bases
of the buffer transistors Q20l and Q202 are connected to Vcc by resistor R209, they are
pulled up to Vcc (a level of 15 volts). This means that the upper transistor Q201 is
switched on and the lower transistor Q202 is switched off. The buffer now short-circuits
the gate of MOSFET Q200 via R210 to the positive terminal of C207. The gate to source
voltage Vas of Q200 goes to 15 V and the MOSFET is turned on.
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4.7.3.4 THE BOOTSTRAP CAPACITOR

The floating bootstrap power supply is provided by the low-voltage capacitor C207 and
the high-voltage diode 0204. Each time the source of Q200 goes low (0 Volt), C207
charges to roughly a diode drop less than VCC (15V OC). This situation prevails each
time Q203 (and Llt.Jdoy later Q204 also) is activated or, in case of and inductive load,
whenever the device is switched off and freewheeling load current forces the output node
to a diode drop (0206) below ground. In either case, 0206 is forward biased, allowing
C207 to charge to approximately VCC.

Since this circuit depends upon the topping up of the charge on the bootstrap capacitor
C207 while the MOSFET is off, this circuit cannot be used for OC switching. The
minimum operating frequency is determined by the size of the bootstrap capacitor (and
R209 and R2lO). As the operating frequency is increased the value of the capacitor can
be reduced.

For the floating bootstrap supply D204 and C207 must be determined. 0204 must support
the worst case system bus voltage and handle charging currents of C207. The minimum
value of C207 is determined by the amount of charge required by the load (gate of
MOSFET Q200: total gate charge Q. = 63 nC, see appendix X). When a maximum

~

ripple voltage LlVC207 of I V on the floating bootstrap supply is chosen, the minimum
value for C207 is determined by:

C207 ~ (4.25)

Resulting in a minimum value of C207 of 63nF (63nC / 1V = 63 nF). For C207 a value
of lOOnF is selected. When C207 is chosen larger the voltage ripple will be smaller but
the time to charge C207 for the first time (when the circuit is switched on) will be longer.

0204 must be able to withstand a reverse voltage of 360V (345V + 15V =360V) and the
charging current of C207. Since these requirements are not very demanding, the BYV26C
is a good choice (VRRM = 600V)

The local filter capacitor of the level shifter should be sized sufficiently large to transfer
the charge to C207 without causing a significant drop in Vee. By rule of thumb it should
be at least lOti mes larger than C207, so a value of 1 IJ.F is chosen.
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4.7.3.5 PROTECTION OF THE LEVEL SHIFTER

In the level shifter large dI/dt and dV/dt rates are generated, so voltage peaks with a high
amplitude can be expected. Because level shifter MOSFET Q203 has a maximum non
repetitive drain source voltage of 525V, it has to be protected against voltage spikes of
higher amplitudes. To take care of this, four zener diodes (DZ202, DZ203, DZ204 and
DZ205) of 120V each are used in series. Together they act like one zener diode that
clampes the voltage at 480V and protects Q203 against voltage spikes of higher
amplitudes.

Zener diode DZ201 is connected across the gate-source terminal of the MOSFET to
protect the gate against voltage spikes. This zener diode must be connected close to the
terminals of the MOSFET to reduce the inductance of the connecting leads. If the
inductance of the connecting leads is too large it can suport sufficient voltage to cause an
overvoltage across the gate-source oxide.

The connections between the drive circuit and the MOSFET should be kept as short as
possible and twisted together if the shortest switching times are required. If both the drive
circuit and the terminals of the MOSFET are on the same PCB, then the inductance of
tracks, between the drive transistors and the terminals of the MOSFET, should be kept as
small as possible. This is necessary to reduce the impedance of the drive circuit in order
to reduce the switching times and lessen the susceptibility of the circuit to dV/dt turn-on
of the MOSFET. Attention to layout also improves the immunity to spurious switching by
interference.
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5 THE TAKE OVER CIRCUIT & DIODE SWITCH

The breakdown channel in the lamp as it is formed by the pulse ignitor has to be
maintained and expanded by the ballast. The ballast has to 'react' instantaneously after the
ignition pulse by supplying enough power to the lamp. By discharging an energy buffer in
a controlled way, instantaneously enough power can be supplied to the glow to arc
transition to be succesfull. Discharging such an energy buffer in a controlled way can be
done by a take over circuit. Since this take over circuit is basically intended to 'react'
instantaneously after the ignition pulse, a passive circuit is best suited for this purpose.

The take over circuit as proposed in [20] has been developed further as a result of later
experiences. The functions of the take over circuit however remain unchanged: Spreading
out the capacitors energy by preventing an instantaneous discharge of the energy buffer
(this also prevents too high peak current) and providing better commutation performance
by inducing re-ignition voltage just after commutation.

The function of the diode switch (0207 and D208) is taking care of an uninterrupted take
over of the power supply of the discharging capacitor by the down converter, thus
providing an uninterruptable power supply to the lamp.

Both the take over circuit and the diode switch, when working under nominal steady state
conditions, conduct the full lamp current. Therefore care must be taken that in steady
state both circuits dissipate as Iowa power as possible.

5.1 PULSE CURRENT BY DISCHARGING AN ENERGY BUFFER

A capacitor is used as an energy buffer for succesfull transition of the glow to arc
transition though an energy buffer function can be realized by both an inductor and a
capacitor. The dimensions of an inductor as energy buffer however are much larger than
the dimensions of a capacitor as energy buffer for the same amount of stored energy.

By using an inductor, an increasing and decreasing current is flowing through the coil
resulting in ohmic losses in all parts in which the current is flowing. The losses are far
above the nominal average losses in case a square wave current is used.

When using a capacitor, the capacitor is charged by the nominal average power or
current, so the dissipation in that part of the convertor is equal to the nominal dissipation
of a square wave current. Only at the moment the capacitor is discharged, the high
discharge current is running through a part of the total convertor.

According to this comparison a capacitor as energy buffer is preferred, and further
calculations are only based on the capacitor as energy buffer. Since the down converter
configuration already has a capacitor that is placed in a location which is well suited for
the purpose of supplying energy to the lamp this capacitor (C208) will be used.
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5.2 IMPORTANCE OF TAKE OVER CIRCUIT DURING IGNITION

When discharging a charged capacitor into the lamp without any precautions taken (take
over circuit), it is possible that the !~Jnp only flashes (especially during cold run-up) and
then extinguishes. This can be understood by analyzing the voltages and currents in the
discharge circuit when no take over circuit is used.

When the pulse ignitor generates a high voltage pulse this immediately will be followed
by a breakdown of the starting gas. For a moment (tJ the lamp almost becomes a short
circuit (very low lamp resistance R1amp) and the lamp current starts to flow. The voltages
and currents that occur under these conditions are shown in figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: Voltage and current wave forms without
using a take over circuit (J1.S time scale).

Together with the current the lamp voltage increases (t" < t < 4). From t=tb till t=tc

lamp voltage decreases but lamp current is still increasing. From t=t.: on however,
voltages and current are all decreasing until the lamp extinguishes. At t=~ (when the
lamp has extinguished) the ignition circuit is able to recharge the output capacitor of the
down converter to 500V again and to generate a new ignition pulse. Then a new attempt
can be made to ignite the lamp again.
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The lamp current as shown in figure 5.1 can be explained by comparing it to the first half
swing of the current in a RLC circuit with R1amp12L < l/..j(LC) , an underdamped second
order system (see figure 5.2). Closing the switch in the RLC circuit equals voltage break
down of the lamp in the lamp circuit.
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Figure 5.2: RLC circuit and associated current wave forms (I-'S time scale).

In this stage (glow to arc transition) of a gas discharge, a DC current operation of the
lamp is the most easy, since it results in only one cathode and anode in the lamp and they
don't need to swap functions. A zero crossing of the lamp current means a change or
move of the electrode emitting spot, and this thwarts the development of a hot spot on the
cathode (a cold lamp tends to extinguish due to this reason). A DC current therefore leads
to a much faster development of a hot spot on the cathode, which means that electrons are
easier emitted. Lamp operation on a DC current therefore will be simpler, because due to
a hotter electrode spot, lamp take over will be easier. For this reason it is important to
take care of the current wave form and its zero crossings directly after ignition.

A higher inductance of the series ignitor (paragraph 7.2) or an additional inductance in
series with the lamp can improve the cold ignition proces by a better distribution of the
discharge current of the capacitor in time since this will lead to more time till the zero
crossing of the current. The best way distribute the discharge current and to delay the
zero crossing of the current is by using a critically damped second order system ( Rtam/2L
> > lI..j(LC) , see figure 5.2).

For this reason take over has to be based on an inductor in series with the lamp. Since
the inductor in the ignitor is matched with the other components of the ignitor, take over
is accomplished by a take over circuit based on an additional inductor (L2).

The slope of the lamp current after breakdown is determined by the inductance of the
pulse transformer and take over cirtcuit, the difference of the open circuit voltage and the
lamp take-over voltage.
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diLl
dt t=O

A

Uc - U/amp,to

L - (5.1)

Placing only inductor L2 in series with the lamp however is not the solution either since
after the ignition voltage pulse the lamp directly needs current, and due to the inductor
this is not possible. Adding a resistor bypass to the inductor however provides immediate
current just after ignition of the lamp, and after some time the inductor takes over the
current (figure 5.3). When the resistor bypass of the coil provides current, power is
dissipated in this resistor. The coil however is much less dissipative and during nominal
operation almost all DC current will flow through the coil, due to its low impedance
(Roc) for DC current.

r---------l---+---+----+--I-----+---+-----r----+I---+-----_ I

Figure 5.3: Current wave form due to resistor bypass
(p.s time scale).

Since choke L2 is situated on the DC side of the commutator, it must tolerate high DC
currents (Il,~ak=2.7A) during start up of the lamp. Because of this a gapped magnetic
circuit or a special material with a very high saturation level such as iron powder is
needed; There is no need to use ferrite as a core material. Because the volume of the
ballast is important the coil must be as small as possible. Experiments with a U20 powder
iron core with different values of the coil have shown that 4mH is a good choice. This is
accomplished by using 200 turns randomly wound wire of 0.5 mm in diameter (appendix
13).

The voltage on the down converter capacitor as a function of time during ignition is given
in appendix 18.
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5.3 THE DIODE SWITCH

The take-over circuit (which is situated between the down converter and the commutator)
together with the diode switch are given in figure 5.4. The circuit realized is based both
on theoretical reflections as described above and on experimental tests. The basic idea of
the down converter is also changed a little bit by the addition of diode D207 of the diode
switch in series with the down converter choke.

Igniti"n circuit
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L2
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_____'I_--L.- ---\I AND IGNITOR f--------"

Figure 5.4: Realized take over circuit and diode switch.

Ignition of the lamp requires the down converter capacitor C208 to be charged to 500V.
Since the down converter cannot supply an output voltage higher than its input voltage,
loading C208 to 500Y has to be done by another circuit (the ignition circuit which also
takes care of generating the ignition pulse). Charging capacitor C208 to 500V however
requires the presence of diode D207 because otherwise voltages higher than the input
voltage of the down converter can not be reached. Diode D208 protects the ignition
circuit when the down converter is taking care of the power supply of the lamp. The
diode switch in fact charges C208 to the highest voltage available, the voltage generated
by the down converter (345Y max.) or the voltage generated by the ignition circuit when
activated (500V).

When capacitor C208 discharges through the take over circuit in order to ignite the lamp
(thus providing power to the lamp) the down converter takes over the power supply to the
lamp as soon as the voltage of C208 goes below the input voltage of the down converter.
In case ignition is succesfull, lamp voltage decreases still further till a minimum of about
20V is reached and then it rises slowly to its steady state value. All the while the down
converter can supply power to the lamp since its output voltage is below its input voltage.
Only during a small period while igniting the lamp, the down converter can not supply
power to the lamp due to a too high voltage needed. This is how the diode switch takes
care of an uninterrupted power supply of the lamp.
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5.4 COMMUTATION PERFORMANCE OF THE TAKE OVER CIRCUIT

Since the current is interrupted during commutation, the choke induces voltage peaks,
which provide better commutation performance (see appendix 17). The resulting re
ignition voltage across the lamp (at a current reversal) is a summation of the voltage
across the down converter capacitor (C208) and the by the coil (L2) induced voltage.

A diode (D209) is added in such a way (direction) that the take-over bypass (R212)
doesn't dissipate as a consequence of the induced voltage due to commutation. The result
is that the circuit has current source characteristis for fast increase of the lamp impedance
(re-ignition). For a fast decrease of the lamp impedance (only in the take-over phase,
when the Xenon gas discharge expands) the circuit has a low impedance (R212).
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6 THE COMMUTATOR

The current supplied by the down converter is a DC current, AC current ripple is
relatively small. Commutation is needed now and then to change the direction of the
current. Changing the direct current of the lamp now and then can be done by a
commutating full bridge or commutator, thus creating a square wave lamp current.
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Figure 6.1: Conversion of AC to DC and DC to AC voltages and currents.

Besides the above mentioned reason there is another reason for using square wave current
operation instead of other AC-current operations. Square wave current has the additional
advantages of much faster zero crossing of the current and almost no light flicker when
the frequency is above 60Hz. The fast zero crossing of the square wave current results in
less re-ignition voltage needed after current reversal (commutation) in stable burning
situation, and because the lamp needs help for re-ignition after commutation this is an
important issue. By experiment the 50-1000Hz low frequency window proved to be well
suited for square wave operation. Therefore, in acoordance with lamp data, a
commutation frequency of 600Hz is used.

6.1 SELECTION OF THE POWER SEMICONDUCTORS

One of the main requirements of the commutator is that it has to switch as fast as
possible. The faster the current is commutated, the less power is dissipated in the
switches. Even more important is that by switching fast, current dead time in the lamp is
minimized. Since a MOSFET is better fit for fast switching and because the driving of a
MOSFET is far easier than that required for the bipolar transistor a choise was made in
favour of the power MOSFET.

The voltage rating of a MOSFET depends upon the maximum voltage developed across
the device. The mean voltage at the input of the commutator can be as high as 500 V,
voltage spikes induced by the take over circuit during commutation however can be much
higher (see appendix X). A peak value of 600V of the induced re-ignition voltage spikes
(during commutation) is high enough for the lamp to ensure re-ignition after
commutation. Therefore, to protect the commutator MOSFETS against overvoltage, zener
diodes can be placed parallel to the commutator. This way the maximum voltage can be
clamped at approximately 600V without limiting the dV/dt of the voltage which is
induced by the coil (L2) in the take over circuit.
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Since the peak voltage of 600V is the highest voltage necessary to be developed at the
input of the commutator, this level will be used for the voltage rating of the MOSFETS.

In -order to have minimum losses in the commutator, the ROS.ON of the MOSFETS used
must be as low as possible. This is important especially when the lamp is in the run-up
phase due to the high current. When the lamp is in steady state the losses are
considerably lower.

A MOSFET which seems to be perfectly suited for this task is the IRFBC40 of
International Rectifier. This 600V repetitive avalanche and dV/dt rated MOSFET has a
RDS,ON of 1.20. (During run-up, roughly the first 1.5 seconds after ignition, this gives a
loss of (2.6A)2*1.20=8.l W per conducting MOSFET, which is high, but acceptable for
this short time). The IRFBC40 also has the advantage of an internal zener diode of 600V,
and therefore by using this MOSFET the zener diodes necessary to clamp the input
voltage of the commutator will be abundant. For these reasons IRFBC40 MOSFETS will
be used as bridge MOSFETS in the commutator.

6.2 THE INTERNAL DIODE OF THE MOSFET

The power MOSFET has inherent in its structure a large built-in diode Dl (see figure
6.2), which is present between the source and drain of the device. Under single switch
applications such as the down converter, this diode is not forward biased and
consequently its presence can be ignored. In the case of bridge legs of a commutator,
however, this diode is forced into forward conduction and the properties of the diode
become of prime importance. In the commutator this problem only arises with the two
low side MOSFETS.

The reverse recovery of the of the built-in diode of the IRFBC40 is relatively slow (200ns
< t.r < 940ns) when compared with discrete very fast soft recovery epitaxial diodes (e.g.
BYV26C: 1rr < 30ns). As a consequence, the currents flowing through the MOSFET and
its diode can be high and the losses considerable. Due to these high switching losses the
MOSFET can be damaged if it is switched on while the conducting slow body diode is
switching off.

These losses can be reduced through the application of two extra diodes per MOSFET
(02 and 03), deactivating the internal diode (01). The addition of these two diodes
ensures that all freewheel current is flowing through the external diode (D2) and not
through the internal diode (Dl). Diode D3 is necessary because the internal diode has a
lower forward voltage than the used very fast soft recovery freewheel diode and as a
consequence the freewheel current would flow through the internal diode. The function of
03 is blocking the internal diode of the MOSFET. When the MOSFET is switched on
however, the current flows via (03).
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Figure 6.2: MOSFET with
additional diodes.

A more elegant solution for the necessity of adding two discrete fast soft recovery diodes
for both two low side MOSFETS of the commutator, however, would be the use of
FREDFETS. A FREDFET is a MOSFET with a built-in diode which exhibits properties
similar to discrete fast epitaxial rectifiers, thus overcoming the disadvantage of a regular
MOSFET in a bridge configuration. Since FREDFETS are more expensive and because
the solution of adding two diodes to both low side MOSFETS of the commutator serves
its purpose well, this solution is preferred.

6.3 OPERATION OF THE COMMUTATOR

To convert a DC current into a square wave current, a commutating full bridge
(commutator) is needed. Since this commutator is used for supplying power to a gas
discharge lamp some requirements have to be full filled. The most severe requirement is
very fast commutation. Due to a too slow commutation, in an attempt to reverse the
direction of the lamp current, the current dead time may become too large for lamp
operation, since due to a too large current dead time the lamp may tend to extinguish
after some commutation periods. Therefore a very fast commutation is needed.

Since both bridge legs are exactly the same, (they also function exactly alike), their
operation will be discussed by referring only to part numbers of one bridge leg of the
commutator. The only difference between the two halves of the commutator is, that if one
bridge leg has a conducting low side MOSFET the other bridge leg has a high side
conducting MOSFET and reverse. Their control signals therefore, Q and non-Q, must be
complementary signals. Figure 6.3 shows one bridge leg of the commutator. Though
every thing in the commutator is present in duplicate (one for each leg), there is only one
circuit (U8) needed to generate the control signals Q and non-Q.
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Figure 6.3: One bridge leg of the commutator.

Using the HEF4047BT IC (U8, appendix 4) which incorporates an oscillator circuit, these
two complementary logic signals Q and non-Q (pins 10 and 11) to drive both bridge legs
of the commutator can be generated. The frequency of these signals can be determined by
adding an external resistor (R311) and capacitor (C31O) to Ie U8, the duty cycle however
is fixed at 50%. When this external resistor and capacitor are chosen respectively 100kO
and 3.9nF the frequency is set at 600Hz.

Because cross conduction of the MOSFETS must be avoided, dead time must exist in the
commutator. As with dead time, cross conduction can also extinguish the lamp. To
shorten the time between switch off and switch on (dead time) of the commutator
MOSFETS, speed up components are used to achieve faster switch on and off of the
upper MOSFET (the switching of the lower MOSFET is much easier controlled, since it
its gate is directly driven by the push pull circuit Q303 and Q304).

Transistors Q302 and Q305 are the speed up components of the level shifters in order to
achieve faster switch on of the upper MOSFET Q301 by actively (Q305) charging the
gate of Q301. Network R302/C301 is used to achieve faster switch off of Q305.
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Suppose the down MOSFET Q300 is conducting and the upper MOSFET Q301 is
blocking (Q is high). The output voltage of the push pull circuit is 13V, and this means
that the gate capacitance of Q300 and both capacitor C300 and C302 are charged to 13 V
Due to charging C300 to 13V the base-emitter voltage of transistor Q302 is less than or
equal to 0 V, which means that Q302 is blocking.

When the input signal Q of the push pull circuit (Q304 and Q303) goes low, the gate
capacitance of Q300 is discharged, and Q300 is switched off. Capacitor C300 cannot
discharge as fast as the gate voltage of Q300 goes to ground which means that the emitter
voltage of transistor Q302 will go negative with respect to its base, and this results in
Q302 starting to conduct for a short time. The base of transistor Q305 is pulled down to
ground now and is thus actively switched on by Q302. Since Q305 is now conducting, the
gate capacitance of Q301 will be charged by capacitor C302 and the upper bridge
MOSFET Q301 will start conducting. Transistor Q302 however will be conducting only
for a short time, till capacitor C300 is discharged completely. Capacitor C301 then will
be charged to almost the output voltage of the down converter.

When input signal Q of the push pull circuit (Q304 and Q303) goes high again, the gate
capacitance of Q300 is charged to 13V and Q300 is switched on. At that same time, both
capacitor C300 is recharged to 13 V because of a current flowing through R301 and
DZ300. When Q300 actually starts conducting capacitor C302 is also recharged to 13 V.
Because C30 I is still charged to a relatively high voltage and the collector of Q305 is
pulled to ground by the conducting lower bridge MOSFET, the gate of Q301 is
discharged quite rapidly. This means that the upper bridge MOSFET is switched off quite
rapidly.

6.4 AUXILIARY POWER SUPPLY OF THE COMMUTATOR

The auxiliary power supply of the commutator circuit is derived from the auxiliary 15V
voltage supply of the down converter and the control circuit. The ground terminals of
both auxiliary power supplies only differ in their location with respect to the current
sensing shunt (resistors R213 and R214 in parallel) of the power control circuit.

During run-up a maximum peak current of 2.7A flows through this shunt, which means
that the maximum voltage drop developped across the shunt is 2.7A * 0.50 = 1.35 Volts.
Under nominal operation (I ::: O.4A) however, the mean voltage drop across this shunt is
much less.

As a result, this means that when using a BY supply voltage for the commutator circuit,
this supply voltage can be derived from the 15V supply voltage by means of a small
resistor (R31O). The 13V supply voltage however has to be stabilized because of IC U8,
the oscillator circuit. This can be done by means of a 13V zener diode (DZ31O) to clamp
the voltage at 13V, and an electrolytic capacitor (C311) acting as a voltage buffer (see
appendix 4).
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6.S PROTECTION AND LAYOUT CONSIDERATIONS

As discussed before, diodes D300, D301 and D302 are necessary to prevent the internal
diode of Q300 to conduct the fre€wheel current. The internal diode of the low side power
MOSFET should be prevented from conducting since when this should occur, it would
result in considerable losses which might damage the MOSFET.

A small disadvantage of this commutator however, are conduction losses in diode D300
(the diode which is meant to prevent the internal diode of the MOSFET to conduct the
freewheeling current). Reverse recovery losses due to this diode however are negligible
because of the relatively low commutation frequency of 600Hz.

To protect the gates of each commutator MOSFET against voltage spikes, zener diodes
(DZ301 and DZ302) are connected across the gate-source terminals. These zener diodes
must be connected close to the terminals of the MOSFET to reduce the inductance of the
connecting leads. If the inductance of the connecting leads is too large it can support
sufficient voltage to cause an overvoltage across the gate-source oxide.

The connections between the drive circuit and the MOSFET also should be kept as short
as possible and twisted together since the shortest switching times are required. If both
the drive circuit and the terminals of the MOSFET are on the same PCB, then the
inductance of tracks, between the drive transistors and the terminals of the MOSFET,
should be kept as small as possible. This is necessary to reduce the impedance of the
drive circuit in order to reduce the switching times and lessen the susceptibility of the
circuit to dV/dt turn-on of the MOSFET. Attention to layout also improves the immunity
to spurious switching by interference.
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7 THE IGNITION CIRCUIT

A characteristic common to almost all gas discharge lamps, including the D1 metal halide
lamp, is the need for ignition. The igniton proces starts with the breakdown of the
starting gas followed by a glow discharge and eventually a stable arc discharge. For
breakdown of the starting gas an ignition voltage (Yigl\) of sufficient amplitude, width and
a proper rise time is required. This means that the circuit must be able to generate a lamp
voltage in the order of several kilovolts. Experiments have shown that using 18kY voltage
pulses (with a relative slow repetition rate) are high enough to ensure ignition (voltage
break down) of the lamp (in this work feedback information from experiments often is
used for design of the circuit).

Directly after ignition the voltage still has to be high and enough power must be applied
to the lamp, this in order to perform a succesfull glow to arc transition of the lamp. As
seen before, the critical open voltage for the D1 lamp is 500Y. Ignition reliability
experiments have proven that this open circuit voltage is sufficient.

Thus, in order to initiate a discharge channel between the lamp electrodes, 18kY pulses
with a relative slow repetition rate have to be generated. These l8kY pulses then must be
superposed on the open voltage of the lamp (500Y), which is generated just before
ignition of the lamp.
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Figure 7.1: : Comparison of the ignition voltage peak to the voltages of the other
stages of the gas discharge.

Before ignition the impedance provided by the lamp is so high that it can be neglected in
the circuit. Hence, the load at the output of the down converter can be considered to be
an open circuit, and charging the output capacitor of the down converter to a voltage of
SOOY therefore should be easy.
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The open circuit voltage of an electronic ballast usually deals with the glow to arc
transition after breakdown. The open circuit voltage of 500Y however, is needed only for
a very short time. In favour of simplicity of the main circuit (the down converter)
therefore it is more interesting to have an ignition circuit deal with the open voltage and
the ignition of the lamp. Since now less compromises have to be made in the design of
the down converter (to take care of the open voltage and the ignition voltage pulse),
hereby the design of the down converter may be better concerning circuit simplicity and
losses in steady state.

Due to the required high voltage (18kV) of the ignition voltage pulses required, these
pulses can not be generated by the down converter itself neither. These voltage pulses
even can not be generated in one stage (the required voltage gain 220V,= - 18kV is too
high), therefore two stages will be used. The first stage (a voltage multiplier) generates
both the required 500Y open voltage of the lamp and a voltage of 1.6kV, which is used
as input voltage for the second stage (a pulse ignitor) to generate the 18kV ignition
voltage pulses.

7.1 THE VOLTAGE MULTIPLIER, OPEN CIRCUIT VOLTAGE

Before ignition the impedance provided by the lamp is so high that it can be neglected in
the circuit. Hence, the load at the output of the down converter can be considered to be
an open circuit. This means that, to generate the required open voltage of 500V, only the
output capacitor C208 of the down converter has to be charged to a voltage of 500Y. This
can easily be achieved by using a voltage multiplier. since for charging C208 by means of
another circuit than the down converter the diode switch prevents C208 to discharge into
the down converter.

A timer IC, the well known LM555, generates the drive signal of MOSFET Q402. This
drive signal is a 300kHz (T=3.33j.ts) square wave voltage with a duty cycle of 90%; the
frequency and duty cycle are easily determined by the addition of thee external component
(R404, R405 and C401) to the timer IC.

When MOSFET Q402 is switched on, a linearly increasing current IL is flowing through
inductor L3. At the end of the 90% duty cycle (after 3j.ts), MOSFET Q402 is switched
off. The current in the inductor however is forced to keep on flowing. Since Q402 is
blocking now, the (now decreasing) current IL is forced to flow into capacitor Cl and
diode Dl, thus charging capacitor Cl. When MOSFET Q402 is switched on for the
second time, the current IL in inductor L3 is increasing linearly again. At that same time
however, diode D2 is forced into conduction, hereby discharging capacitor Cl and
charging capacitor C2. When capacitor C2 is charged and the output capacitor of the
down converter is charged to a lower voltage than C2, diode D208 starts conducting and
C208 will be charged too. Capacitors C2 and C208 then both will be charged to the same
voltage. This charging/discharging of the capacitors goes on till both the most negative
charged terminals of CI and C2 have the same voltage and D2 stops conducting.
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Figure 7.2: The two different states of the voltage multiplier with the corresponding
currents flowing, and the polarities of the of the capacitors voltages (after 3 or more
switching periods).

When MOSFET Q402 switched on and off repeatedly, in the end all 6 capacitors and
diodes of the VOltage multiplier and C208 will take part in this process of charging and
discharging (the closer they are positioned to MOSFET Q402, in a topological way, the
earlier they take part in the process). When this process is going on for 3 or more periods
all capacitors and diodes join the process of charging and discharging, resulting in an ever
increasing voltage across the capacitors (figure 7.2). Due to the way the capacitors and
diodes are connected, each capacitor is charged to the same voltage. This means that by
using the voltage of several capacitors of the voltage multiplier in series, high voltages
can be generated. Because a 1.6kY spark gap is used in in parallel with capacitors C4031,

C4032 and C4033 the maximum voltage of each capacitor in the voltage multiplier is
roughly SOOY (l.6kV/3). Hence, down converter output capacitor C208 will be charged
to a maximum voltage of SOOV.

7.2 THE IGNITOR, GENERATION OF IGNITION VOLTAGE PULSES

The ignition voltage is generated by a voltage multiplier and a pulse ignitor (figure 7.3,
appendices 5 and 6). An output voltage of 1.6kY of the voltage multiplier is available for
the ignitor. The peak voltage of the pulse ignitor is highly depending on the type of
switch that is used in the circuit. A fast switching device like a spark gap (or S.Y.P.:
Surge Voltage Protector) is best to generate a high ignition voltage. The peak voltage also
depends on the turns ratio of the pulse transformer (appendix 12) and the lead- and
lamphoulder capacitance. A higher turns ratio does not always mean that a higher ignition
voltage can be generated since a tuning is necessary between pulse transformer and load
capacitance (lead + lamp houlder). Based on the range of spark gaps, a 1.6kY spark gap
is used because for this value the energy of the pulse is enough to accomplish good take
over in conbination with the open voltage of SOOV. Lower values of the spark gap give
considerably higher take-over voltages, due to the lower pulse energy [20].
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Figure 7.3: The realized voltage multiplier and ignitor, in combination with the
diode switch, the commutator the take over circuit and the level shifter.

Generating the 18kY pulses is initiated by charging capacitor C501 by the 1.6kY output
voltage of the voltage multiplier. At that same time also down converter capacitor C208 is
charged through the diode switch, in order to offer the 500Y open voltage to the lamp.
When the voltage of capacitor C501 reaches the breakdown voltage of 1.6kV of the
sparkgap, the sparkgap is fired and C50 I discharges in the primary winding of the pulse
transformer. At that moment the output of the pulse transformer generates the high
ignition voltage of 18kY, which also appears across the lamp.

A disadvantage of the pulse ignitor is that it has to be placed very near the lamp. Since
there will always be some distance between ballast and lamp, the pulse ignitor needs its
own housing close to the lamp and preferably have a small size.

The pulse ignitor fortunately consists of only four components: a pulse transformer, two
capacitors (C500 and C501) and a 1.6 kV spark gap. Therefore its dimensions are rather
small ( comparable with a matchbox ).
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7.3 THE LEVELSHIFTER OF THE IGNITION CIRCUIT

Since the ignition circuit operates on a floating potential with reference to the ground of
the control circuit (negative terminal of C208), a levelshifter is needed to switch the
circuit on and off. An opto coupler is used as level shifter due to the high dVIdt rates of
the difference in ground potentials of both the ignition circuit and the control circuit.
These high dVIdt rates occur during ignition, when C208 discharges into the lamp.

When the primary side of the level shifter is switched on by means of transistor Q400,
the transitor on the secondary side of the opto coupler starts to conduct. Transistor Q401
is forced into conduction now and the power supply of timer IC UlO is activated by
charging capacitor C400 to a level of lSV. This results in activating the ignition circuit
(generation of the drive signal for MOSFET Q402).

7.4 THE AUXILIARY POWER SUPPLY OF THE IGNITION CmCUIT

Since the 230VISOHz electronic ballast for the 01 lamp is still in its experimental stage,
temporary a PHILIPS PElS12 0-35V/3A power supply unit is used as an auxiliary power
supply for the ignition circuit. This is done due to the reason that the pre conditioner of
the ballast, which will be an up converter, is not implemented in the ballast yet. A simple
auxiliary power supply circuit (e.g. a secondary winding on the down converter inductor)
however, will not be able to supply enough current to the voltage multiplier since, as it is
implemented now, the ignition circuit requires a power supply which can provide relative
high peak currents (I peak = (Usul'l'l/L3)*Totl = (35V/47JLH)*3JLs = 2.3 A).

If the up converter will be implemented in the ballast as pre conditioner, this will result
in some changes in the ballast as it is described in this paper. Diode switch 0207 and
0208 e.g. will not be necessary anymore since charging the output capacitor of the down
converter to the required open voltage of SOOV will not be done by the voltage multiplier
anymore. This will be done by a series operation of the up and down converter. The up
converter will provide an output voltage of at least SOOV, and the down converter can
charge its output capacitor to SOOV. After ignition is completed the output voltage of the
up converter may be set to a lower voltage (e.g. 400V). A consequence however of using
this strategy is the necessity of adapting the voltage and current ratings of the semi
conductors of the down converter to the new maximum voltages and currents.

Another advantage of using the up converter as preconditioner is, that there also is no
reason anymore to operate the voltage multiplier on a floating supply voltage. The
ignition circuit may operate using the same ground as the control circuit, which means
that there is no need for the 3SV13A external power supply anymore. To supply power to
the voltage multiplier, the non rectified sinusoidal 230V/SOHz mains voltage or the output
of the pre conditioner might be used. Using the non rectified sinusoidal mains voltage has
the advantage of a far better circuit simplicity, but has the disadvantage of a much slower
repetition rate of the 18kV ignition pulses (charging of the capacitors depends on the
mains frequency). Using the output voltage (500V when igniting the lamp) of the pre
conditioner on the other hand, results in keeping the same circuit simplicity but does not
have the disadvantage of a slower repetition rate of the ignition pulses.
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8 THE POWER CONTROL CIRCUIT

8.1 INTRODUCTION

In each ballast the lamp has to be controlled in the warm up and the steady state situation.
For reasons of constant light output, reducing colour spread and control of lamp mercury
pressure to avoid corrosion, a lamp power control is needed to guarantee lamp quality
over lamp life. The lamp is very sensitive for changes in input power, environmental
conditions (e.g. reflector) and lamp aging effects which can influence the colour
temperature very strongly (the colour shift caused by these factors must be minimised by
the control). The main goal of the power control however is control of light output of the
lamp.

From the cold start condition of the lamp, instant light, which means at least 60% of the
steady state level in one second, as well as more or less constant light during the warm
up period is an important issue for application of the lamp. The light ouput during run-up
and warm-up must be between boundaries comparable with SAE boundaries (see appendix
11, these SAE light output boundary curves have their origin in the 12V = automotive
ballast). After run-up of the lamp, a constant light output (without flicker) must be
realized.

Light control needs a system approach (e.g. measuring light output with an LDR).
However, since measuring light output requires an additional device outside the ballast,
we do not possess that possibility. Therefore we only can come up with an "electrical"
warm up control for controlling light output during run-up and steady state, which means
a control based on lamp voltage, lamp current and time constants.

PI-CONTROLLER fOR DUTY CYCLE CONTROL

ADAPTATION

+POWER SUPPLY UNIT WITH

230V CURRENT SOURCE CHARACTERISTICS

50Hz (PRE CONDITIONER. DOWN CONVERTER.

COMMUTATOR, TAKE-OVER CIRCUIT AND IGNITORt-----~

Figure 8.1: Schematic diagram of measuring and controlling the
lamp power.
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8.2 REQUIREMENTS ON POWER CONTROL CHARACTERISTICS

An important electric lamp characteristic (not specific for square wave operation) is the
unbalance of the voltage across the lamp for a positive or negative lamp current (in this
ballast due to commutation of the lamp current). This unbalance can cause a DC current
in the lamp and therefore not the same power in the positive and negative pulse. This
unbalance may not be too large, since it may cause flicker.

Amplilude

L------.f U1amp(t)

'lamp (I)

~_+---__ t

f=600Hz

Figure 8.2: Voltage unbalance of the lamp due to the
commutation frequency.

On a higher frequency level than the commutation frequency, lamp voltage is not stable
neither since it can change suddenly due to changes in electrode behaviour e.g. arc
termination on the electrode surface changes or moves to another place.

The response of lamp voltage on sudden changes in the lamp current is different on a
small time scale (ms: negative V-I characteristic of a gas discharge) than on a larger time
scale (sec: higher lamp power results in higher lamp voltage). Therefore, when the lamp
voltage changes suddenly (lamp induced) the control may not react too fast because of the
negative lamp V-I characteristic. This could result in an increase of lamp voltage change
(see figure 8.3), which could cause flicker. The control therefore has to deal with
different lamp behaviour on different time scales:

- JlS time scale:

- ms time scale:

- sec time scale:

lamp behaves like a resistor (too fast for recombination and
generation of charged particles in large amounts)
lamp has negative V-I characteristic (the temperature of the
plasma does not change).
lamp has an increasing lamp voltage with increasing lamp
power (on this time scale temperature changes are possible).
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To mimmise possible light fluctuations caused by sudden changes in lamp voltage the
ballast should function as a current source on a ms time scale (instead of a constant power
source). On this time scale gas pressure hardly changes, which means that the power
input in the arc (= light level) is constant on a CUJrent source ballast l even when total
lamp power changes (figures 8.2 and 8.3) due to commutation or changes in electrode
conditions. On a larger time scale, however, the ballast should function as a power source
(by contolling the lamp current) to control the lamp power. A power control also has to
be realized during run up, in order to perform a proper light control.
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Figure 8.3: Reaction of control (dU ,di) on sudden change in lamp voltage (DU,DI).

In figure 8.3 the three curves show:
(a) Lamp characteristics (original and changed) in Ul.1mp-I",mp plane.
(b) Power control characteristic U1:unp-I",mp plane.
(c) U1amp and light output (lumen) versus time.
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8.3.1 MEASURING THE LAMP VOLTAGE AND LAMP CURRENT

When the lamp is in steady state the lamp power must be stabilized (34±2W). The lamp
is in steady state when the lamp voltage resides for more than 15 seconds inside the
specified lamp voltage range (68.. 102V). In this situation the output (U5d, pinl4) of the
run-up circuit (U5c, U5d) is at a zero volt level.

In order to get information about the power delivered to the lamp, the lamp voltage and
lamp current have to be measured. Sensing current through and voltage across the lamp
has the disadvantage of alternating signs of the measured values due to the commutator.
Because the lamp current as weB as the lamp voltage have a square wave shape, the
average top values could be used. This, however, gives rise to the need for rectification
of the measured values. Another disadvantage of measuring here is that the control circuit
and these measuring locations have no common reference.

In favour of simplicity therefore, lamp voltage and lamp current may be measured at the
DC side of the commutator (no need for rectification of the measured values and a
common ground). It is much easier measuring the voltage of the output capacitor (C208)
of the down converter instead of the lamp voltage. Since re-ignition voltage spikes are
considered to have a negligible contribution, this is allowed. The current is measured by
using a shunt resistor (R213 and R214 in parallel) inbetween the down converter and the
commutator (appendix 3). There is no need for rectification of the measured values by
measuring here. The disadvantage of measuring at this location however is, that the
output voltage and current of the down converter will be measured and not the voltage
and current of the lamp. Losses caused by other circuit elements (commutator and ignitor)
will be included in the measurement; an error is made due to the voltage drop across the
commutator MOSFETS (RDS,OtJ, the DC resistance of the pulse transformer and the DC
resistance of the commutation coil (L2). This error, fortunately, is very low at steady
state lamp current levels.

As a measure for the lamp voltage, the voltage across the output capacitor of the down
converter (with reference to the negative terminal of C208) is measured and attenuated by
a factor 10 by the high impedance resistor (RlOO). The resulting voltage, which is
clamped at 15V to protect the opamp against high voltage spikes, is buffered by opamp
U4a. At the output of opamp U4a now the voltage signal U1:lmpllO is available, which is
representative for the lamp voltage (a lamp voltage of l00V equals a lOY output voltage).

As a measure for the lamp current, the voltage across the current shunt (R213 and R2t4
parallel = 0.50) is measured and filtered by a low-pass filter with a cut-off frequency of
fc = 10kHz, consisting of RIOt and ClOO. The resulting signal is amplified by a factor 6
(1 +RI03/R102) and buffered by opamp U4c. At the output of opamp U4c the voltage
signal U(llamp) = (3[V/A] *Il:unp) V is available, which is representative for the lamp
current (a lamp current of lA now equals a 3V output voltage).
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8.3.2 LINEAR APPROXIMATION OF LAMP POWER

To control the lamp power and to deal with the run-up conditions it is necessary to
. measure the lamp power and realize a proper control curve. The actual lamp power may
be computed by using equation 8.1, this however requires a difficult and expensive
multiplication operation.

(8.1)

(8.2)

In normal operation the average DC-voltage is constant. Hence, in case of constant output
power, the average current is also constant. For small deviations in the DC-voltage a
linear correction of the average current is sufficient to keep the output power constant. An
increase of x% of DC-voltage results in a decrease of x% of the average current, which
allows designing a simplified regulator according to equation 8.2 (for the specified lamp
voltage range 68.. 102V):

(U )
U(Plamp) = K1 * ~" + K2 *U(llam) = constant

This means that it is possible to calculate the power by adding a fraction of the average
output voltage and a fraction of the average output current. The values K1 and K2 are
chosen in such a way that small deviations in average output voltage are completely
compensated by small deviations of the average output current, which means that both
fractions must be have equal contributions (K1 and K2 both for steady state conditions,
P=34W).

= ..!. U141rlp

2 10
(8.3)

The ideal constant 34W power curve (hyperbole in figure 8.4) is approximated by a
straight line.

Linear approximation

'---------7----+-------;------- u1amp

68 85 102

Figure 8.4: Linear approximation of lamp power in a
restricted voltage and current range.
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A tangent of the line of constant power in the VlaJllp-llaJlljl plane must be chosen in such a
way that the point of contact is in the middle of the lamp voltage range (and the steady
state current range as well). This point of contact corresponds with maximum power in
the allowable steady state lamp power range (34±2W). At the limits of the lamp voltage
range the lamp power is lower. Theoretical values (straight line) are 34W at 68V and
102V (lamp voltage limits) resulting in 35.4W at 85V (the middle of the lamp voltage
range). Practical values measured at the lamp terminals with an adjustable load resistance
don't show much difference from these theoretical values.

The advantages of such a linear approximation is that no (expensive) multiplier is needed
to determine the lamp power since a simple addition of Vl",np and V(IlaJnp) is sufficient. An
error, however, due to the linear approximation of a multiplication must be taken into the
bargain.

RUN liP

Figure 8.5: The adder circuit and integrating error amplifier.

Addition of Vlamp and V(IlanlP) is obtained by using an adder circuit (figure 8.5). Resistor
R105 and potmeter R106 are connected in such a way that an adjustable fraction of
Vlanl/lO and V(Ilamp) will be added. Potmeter R106 takes care that U(PI",np) will be
sensitive in the same measure for changes in VlaOl/lO as for changes in V(I1aJnp). Output
U(P"laJllp) of the adder circuit therefore will be sensitive in the same way for changes in
UI",n/lO and U(liamp) as V(PIaJIIP). Voltage V(P""UIlP) is also, like V (PIanIP), a representation
of the measured lamp power with this difference that V(P"lamp) is gained by a small factor,
and corrected (by V(pnmup» for the needed additional power in the run-up phase.

(8.4)

In steady state, when V(prunup) =OV voltage V(P"lamp) is, as stated above, a representation
of the lamp power in the specified lamp voltage range (68V.. 102V):

U(P" '\ = (l + ~) * U(P '\
lampJ Rl07 {ampJ
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Since the ratio of resistors RlO8 and RlO7 is approximately 2.5 this results in a gain of
U(PWnp) by a factor 3.5 in steady state:

(8.6)

In the run up phase of the lamp, when the additional power is needed, increasing the
lamp power is accomplished by the substraction of U(Pronup) from the lamp power
representing voltage U(P1aI1lP). This results in a shift of the linearized power control line in
the UIamP-Ilamp plane to higher values of IL1l1lp at the same value of U1amp. The amplitude of
U(Pnmup) is determined by the run up circuit on the basis of lamp voltage (Ulam/lO) and
time constants. The adapted measured lamp power representing voltage U(p·l3lnp) results in
an increased lamp power (voltage U(Pl3lnp) is lowered by U(Prunul') instead of increasing
U(Pref) by U(Prunup) ).

This voltage U(p·Wnp) is the feedback of the power regulator loop. U(P"l3lnp) is compared
with the adjustable reference voltage U(Pn-f) and the difference is integrated (RllO, ClOl)
by error amplifier U5a (acording to eqation 8.7), trying to keep U(p·1aI1lP) constant. The
voltage U(Prcf) , representing the reference power, is determined by potentiometer R109.
U(Pref) will be set on a value so the desired minimum power of 34W will be supplied.

U(delta) (8.7)

This integrating regulator (pole in the origin) has an experimentally determined relatively
large integrating constant (Tint.orator = RllOC lO1 = O.73ms). The integrator results in a zero

o

steady state error due to its infinite open loop DC gain, but an error due to the linear
approximation of a multiplication must be taken into the bargain.

The output signal of the integrator U(delta), is connected to the modulator input of the
S.M.P.S. IC (U7, pin5), which converts it into a 100kHz square wave signal with a duty
cycle proportional to U(delta). This square wave signal is used to switch the
downconverter MOSFET (Q200) on and off by means of a levelshifter. In order to
protect the input of this S.M.P.S. IC, the ouput of the integrator is clamped at 9.1 V by a
zener diode.
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8.4 RUN UP CIRCUIT TO ADJUSTING THE MEASURED POWER

8.4.1 RUN UP CONTROL

From the cold start condition of the lamp, instant light, which means at least 60% of the
steady state level in one second, as well as more or less constant light during the warm
up period is an important issue for the application of the lamp. The light ouput during
run-up and warm-up must be between boundaries, comparable with SAE boundaries (see
appendix 11). After ignition of a cold lamp a Xenon gas discharge initially provides light,
in this phase the lamp voltage is low (20.. 35V). As stated before, the control curve for
the steady state situation consists of a straight line approximation of the 34W constant
power hyperbole (figure 8.6, line 1). Due to the low efficiency of the initial discharge,
however, the lamp current of the cold lamp has to be increased at low lamp voltages for
warm up. This warm up current is limited on the high side by the lamp electrodes (and
on the low side by the light output). Increasing the current is realized by decreasing
U(P1:unp) by U(Prunu!')' At lower voltages than an experimentally determined lamp voltage
Ulampl (approx. 35V). the adjustable zener configuration of Ql50 (R156 and 0151) clamps
the output voltage of U5c, which results in a shift of the linearized control line parallel to
itself to a higher current (figure 8.6, line 2)

Line 2
2.5 --

2.0 --

1.5 --

1.0 --

0.5 --

Line 1

---
.~

''-... ,, ~,------, ~r--- ~
, ", ", ,\, , \

u1omp ,: Ulat:\p~: \
I \
I \

--- ---

-.~- U
1amp

[V]

I I ..
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130

Figure 8.6: Run up control curves in the Ulamp-Il:unp plane.
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As the lamp voltage rises the lamp power increases when the fun-up current is supplied to
the lamp (the actual lamp voltage is lower than UI•mp , due to the voltage losses over the
commutator MOSFETS, which is considerable at this high current level). When the
experimentally determined lamp voltage (Ulalllpl) leve:l is reached maximum power
(35V*2.6A = 91W) is delivered to the lamp. UI• lIlpl depends on the other run up circuit
voltages and elements according to equation 8.8 :

U/amP/

10
U \ * (R150 + R151)

UHIve! - (UZ1 - HR.re/J R154 (8.8)

Above this lamp voltage, the lamp current now must be lowered because the lamp
efficiency increases as the temperature of the lamp rises. Lamp efficiency increases
because the mercury in the lamp vaporises and starts to participate more and more in the
discharge, thus providing higher efficiency.

The lamp current is lowered linearly (this can be shown with a variable load resistor,
slowly changing the load) with the lamp voltage (figure 8.6) by realizing a third line
between the two lines (lines 1 and 2) from the lamp voltage U/mupl to a slightly higher
lamp voltage Ulamp2 (figure 8.6, line3). The lamp voltage UIJmp2 at which the steady state
power line is reached depends on the other run up circuit voltages and elements according
to equation 8.9:

U *(1 + RI50 T R151)
HR,re/ RI54

(8.9)

This voltage Ul.1mp2 may differ a bit from the practical value depending on the opamps
used, if the outputs of the opamps (U5c and U5d) cannot reach zero volt. U5c and U5d
must have output circuitry that allows the outputs to go as near as possible to ground
level. Regular Ie's are not suitable since their output only can go down to a minimum of
500mV. Moreover this voltage has a certain tempco that creates a problem in the steady
state mode, because a change in U(PrullUp) influences U(Plamp) and U(P".:uup) also. For these
reasons aMOS opamp (TS27M4) is used since a MOS output circuitry can go down to 50
a 100mV and does not give rise to tempco problems.

The output voltage of USc, and thus U(prunup) is made dependant of Um111/1O in such a way
that line 3 (figure 8.6) is generated. The load lines of figure 8.6 are generated, and
according to the heavy lines II;unp will change as a function of Ut:llllP ' These three lines in
the UWlIP-Il.1JIIP plane are realized by the run up circuit of figure 8.7.
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Figure 8.7: The run up circuit.

Only at very low warm up speeds, however, these control lines will lead to an acceptable
light run up curve. At higher speeds a dip will occur after the first run up because the
lamp voltage increases faster than the efficiency of the lamp which means that light
generation stays behind (figure 8.8). The efficiency of the lamp increases further when
the salt ionises and starts to participate in the discharge.

Relative
light output [~l

time..
Figure 8.8: Relative light output when using
the run up circuit without the time constants.

A way out of this problem is to build in certain time constants. The function of these time
constant is to realize a higher lamp current and thus lamp power in the range of Ulamp is
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approximately 35V till the steady state value (68.. 102V) than given by the lines of figure
8.6. When the second lamp voltage level U1:unp2 is reached (approx. SOY) the lamp power
has to be lowered to its steady state level by means of two time constants in such a way
that the light output resides between the SAE boundaries (no overshoot). Capacitor C152,
and resistors Rl59 and R160 form these time constants. The adjustable zener
configuration of QI51 (R157 and D153) forms a clamp that sets the voltage on capacitor
C152. Diode D155 divides this RC time constant into two parts; a "quick" discharge
(approx. 3.5sec.) through R159, Dl55 and and a slower "tail" (approx. 10 sec.) through
R159 and R160. To make such large time constants, a low leakage (solid) electrolytic
capacitor must be used. The voltage U\amp2 at which the warm up time constants now take
over power control determines on the other circuit voltages and elements according to
equation 8.10

U1aJnp2 _ U (U + 0.7 + U )*(R150 + R151)W- - HR,rtf - Z4 HR,rtf R154
(8.10)

The value of Ulamp2 , however, will differ from the practical value because the re-igition
time constant (CI50,RI52) is not a negligible fact in a dynamic run-up situation as it can
be measured with a lamp.

When a hot lamp is ignited after some seconds the lamp voltage starts almost at its steady
state level. This is the reason that the cold lamp run-up control as described before in this
situration doesn't work. Due to the cool-off time the lamp efficiency is lower, but lamp
voltage is still high, so warm-up control is necessary. The lamp needs some extra power
to show a constant light run up. The warm-up time constants (CI52, Rl59 and R160) are
used for this purpose, but a measure must be taken to set the initial power level which
depends on the cool-off time. This is accomplished by a third time constant (C150,R152).
When the lamp has been switched on for some time, the capacitor (CI50) is charged to a
voltage of approximately U1am/1O. When the lamp is swithed off, the warm-up capacitor
(CI52) will be discharged immediately by means of a diode (D154) and the hot-ignition
capacitor (eI50) will be discharged by a resistor (RI52) resulting in a time constant of
approximately 1.7 seconds. This time constant has been experimentally determined. If the
ballast is switched on again D 150 starts to conduct, this way a lower lamp voltage is
simulated. The warm-up capacitor (CI52) will be charged to such a level that a proper
hot-ignition warm-up is accomplished. The initial power level in this situation is
determined by these time constants which are a measure for the cool-off time of the lamp.
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8.4.2 ADJUSTING THE POWER MEASURING CIRCUIT

To supply power to the lamp during run up and steady state, a power control circuit and a
run up circuit are used to control the power delivered to the lamp. For a correct operation
of the lamp the power control circuit has to be adjusted to 34W, and the run up circuit
has to be adjusted to take care of light output according to SAE boundaries and for
succesfull hot ignition.

As mentioned before, to adjust the lamp power to 34W the linearized constant power
control curve has to be adjusted to 34W. To set this 34W-line, some skill is needed since
adjusting the power is done by means of R106, R109 and a variable load resistance. An
iterative process of adjustment must be used, because R106 and RI09 influence each
other. R106 controls the slope and R109 controls the distance from the origin of the
straight line in the UI3Il1P-Ilamp plane. The ouput power can be set to 34W by means of
RI09, starting with a load resistance of 1360 (68V/0.5A). If this is not possible (R109 is
turned to its maximum) adjust RI06. Then set the load resistance to 3060 (102V/0.33A)
and re-adjust the power to 34W by means of R106. Then again a load of 1360 and adjust
R109, then 3060, adjust R106, and so forth. As a follow up a more convenient power
adjustment could be developed (e.g. a single potentio-meter adjustment).

If the steady state power control curve is set to 34W, the maximum allowable mean
current the ballast will be able to supply to the lamp must be set to 2.6A. This is done by
setting a variable load resistance which is set to 7.70 (20V/2.6A). When the circuit is
switched on, the maximum current that will be supplied to the load resistance, is
determined by voltage Uz3 of the run up circuit since this voltage determines the
maximum extra power (during run up) that can be delivered by the ballast. Voltage Uz3
can be set by adjusting potmeter R156 which determines the base-voltage Uzl of
transistor Q150 (which acts like a zener diode of Uzl +0. 7V)

Hereafter, when the steady state power control curve is set to 34W and the maximum
allowable mean current to 2.6A, the run up circuit must be adjusted. Therefore the light
output of the lamp during a cold run up has to be measured. This can be be done by e.g.
a LDR and a small amplifier to generate a signal which is representative for the light
output of the lamp. To calibrate the light output measuring circuit the lamp has to be
switched on, and when the lamp is in steady state (34W) the light output is defined to be
100%. From here on this light level will be the 100% reference level for the relative light
output of the lamp (figure 8.9 and 8.10).

Adjusting the light output of the lamp by means of the run up circuit is also a step by step
procedure. To adjust the circuit, the lamp has to be switched on several times, and each
time the run up circuit is adjusted a little bit. To be sure the circuit is adjusted for
ignition of a cold lamp, the lamp must be switched off for at least 5 minutes between two
ignitions to ensure that the lamp is cold. The desired light output is a light output that
goes as fast as possible to 100% and then stays at 100% with light fluctuations as less as
possible (figure 8.10).
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Figure 8.9: Characteristic voltages of the run up circuit (see also figure 8.7), when
adjusting the lamp power and the light output.

In figure 8.9 a possible measured relative light run up curve is shown. The moment of
ignition of the lamp is denoted as to. From time to till t. the maximum allowable mean
lamp current is flowing (2.6A) and the relative light output increases fast. The value of
the relative light output at t. can be adjusted by adjusting the time t.-to. By decreasing this
time, the relative light output at t. decreases also (and the reverse). Adjusting this time
may be done by adjusting voltage U5,rd by potmeter R153. Decreasing voltage U5,rer

results in an decrease of t1-to and therefore also in a decrease of the light output at t•.
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The relative light output at t2 may be adjusted by adjusting voltage Uz4 with potmeter
RI57. An increase of voltage Uz4 will result in an increase of the relative light output at
t2 and the reverse. Between time t2 and t3 the relative light output is determined by the
value of RI58, since this resistor is a measure of the time constant of the decrease of the
relative light output between these two times. After t3 (when D155 stops conducting) the
time constant of the decrease of the relative light output is determined by the sum of the
values of RI58 and R160.

Relative
light output [%]

time
--_._.-----_._-----

Figure 8.10: Example of the desired
relative light output.
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8.5 THE NE 5560 SWITCHED MODE POWER SUPPLY IC

The well known integrated control circuit for SMPS, the NE5560 incorporates a number
of featuf€s suitable for the application in the down converter. How this IC fits in the
control circuit is given in figure 8.11.

DUTY CYCLE

SWITCH MODE POWER SUPPLY IC

NE5560

LATCH
R

s

R205
~c=J-1

ENABLE DOWN CONVERTER R206

C201

_6l
U(della) 0--.--'5'-------1

H
R2:Z; I i 7

I--Ir---I__1~8---L-,-_-.J

Figure 8.11: Block diagram of the S.M.P.S. control circuit NE5560.

The power supply (pins 1 and 12) of the NE5560 is a series regulation type and provides
a stabilized output voltage of typically 8.5V (V1). This voltage Vz is also present at pin 2
and can be used for precise setting of OIll.X (maximum allowed duty cycle) and to supply
external circuitry. Its maximum current capability is 5mA. The circuit can be fed directly
from a DC voltage source between 1O.5V and 18V. The low supply voltage protection is
active when Vee (=V.-V12) is below 1O.5V and inhibits the ouput pulse (no hysteresis).
When the supply voltage surpasses the 1O.5V level, the Ie starts delivering output pulses
via the slow-start function.

Resistor R201 and capacitor C201 are the frequency determining components. Resistor
R201 between pin 7 and ground (pinI2) determines a constant current that charges the
timing capacitor C20t between pin 8 and ground. This causes a linear increasing voltage
on pin 8 until the upper level of 5.6V is reached. When this level is reached, the timing
capacitor C201 is discharged down to 1.1 V again (fig 8.13). The frequency range of the
NE5560 goes from < 50Hz up to > 100kHz. For this application the operation
frequency is fixed at 100kHz. Synchronization at a frequeny lower that this free-running
frequency is accomplished via the TTL gate on pin 9. By activating this gate (Vpin9 <2V),
the setting of the sawtooth to 1.1 V is prevented. However, since such a synchronization is
not needed, pin 9 is connected to Vz•
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The function of the PWM circuit is to translate the feedback voltage U(delta) into a
periodical pulse of which the duty cycle depends on that feedback voltage. The PWM
circuit in the NE5560 is a long-tailed pair in which the sawtooth on pin 8 is compared
with the lowest voltage on either pin 4 (error amplifier), pin 5 or pin6 (OIll.X)' The lowest
voltage on either of thes pins 4,5 or 6 determines the on-time of the switching transistor
(figure 8.12). At normal operation the duty ratio is depending on the voltage at pin 5
which is the output voltage of the power control circuit. A DC voltage applied to pin 6
(PWM inputs) will set the maximum duty cycle Om.X at a value in accordance with figure
8.12.

Since the reference voltage of the internal error amplifier of the NE5560 is fixed, an
external error amplifier is used instead. This reference voltage has to be variable in order
to adjust the 34W power control curve. The internal error amplifier of the NE5560 is de
activated by R202 (inbetween pin 3 and ground) and R203 (inbetween pin 3 and pin 4).
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Figlll'e 8.12: Transfer curve of Pulse-Width Modulator;
Duty-cycle versus Input voltage.

For low tolerances of 01ll.1X' this voltage on pin 6 should be set with a resistor divider from
Vz (pin2). The upper and lower sawtooth levels are also set by means of an internal
resistor divider from Vz, so forming a bridge configuration with the 01ll.X setting is low
because tolerances in Vz are compensated and the sawtooth levels are determined by
internal resistor matching rather than by absolute resistor tolerance.

Pin 5 is an additional inverting input of the PWM. It allows for attacking the duty cycle
via the PWM circuit, independently from the feedback and the 01ll3X information. This is
necessary since the S.M.P.S. must have a current-source characteristic on a small time
scale. The realization of this feature, however, must be done with additional external
components (adder circuit, integrating error amplifier and run up circuit).

The NE5560 features a dynamic current limit and current protection circuit at pin 11.
Since current control and limiting already is taken care of by the power control circuit
and the run up circuit, this feature is not used and therefore pin 11 is connected to
ground.
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The NE5560 also features a protection start-stop circuit. The function of this protection
circuit is to stop the output pulses as soon as a fault occurs and to keep the output stopped
for several periods. After this dead-time, the output starts with a very small, gradually
increasing duty cycle. - When the fault is persistent, this will cause a cyclic switch
off/switch-on condition. This "hiccup" mode effectively limits the energy during fault
conditions. The working of the circuit is indicated in figure 8.13. The dead time and the
soft-start are determined by an external capacitor that is connected to pin 6 (OIll.'lX setting).

-- --- ---- --- --- --- .-- .-- --- --. --- --- -.- --- ---- .-- -~- --- ---- .-. --- --- ---- --- --- --- -. 5.6V

SAWTOOTH

1.1V

--- ----- -- ---- ----- -- --- ---- ---j -- -- --- ------- --- --- -- -- ----- -- ------------ --. --- -- -- ----. ------ --- -------- --- O. 6V

DISCtiARG£ ! CHARGE

DEAD nUE,.

SET RESET -5 INCREASES

Figure 8.13: Start-stop circuit; soft-start.

The RS flip-flop can be set by three different functions:
1. Remote on/off on pin 10 (this pin is used to enable the down converter by

means of the control circuit as discussed furtheron)
2. Overcurrent protection on pin 11 (this function is de-activated)
3. Low supply voltage protection (internal)

As soon as one of these functions causes a setting of the flip-flop, the output pulses are
blocked via the output gate. In the same time internally a transistor is forward-biased to
ground, resulting in a discharge of capacitor C200 on pin 6. The discharging current is
limited by an internal small resistor in the emitter of this transistor. The voltage at pin 6
decreases to below the lower level of the sawtooth (1.1 V). When U6 has dropped to
O.6V, this will activate a comparator and the flip-flop is reset. The output stage is no
longer blocked and the transistor is cut off. Now Uz will charge the capacitor via
potmeter R200 to the normal Dlll.'lx voltage. The output starts delivering very narrow pulses
as soon as U6 exceeds the lower sawtooth level. The duty cycle of the ouput pulse now
gradually increases to a value determined by U(delta) or by the static Dl\1.'1x setting on pin
6.
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Switching the NE5560 on and off can be done via the TTL-compatible remote on/off
input on pin 10. The output pulse is inhibited for levels below O.8V. The output of the IC
is no longer blocked when the remote on/off input is left floating or when a voltage >
2V is applied « VJ. Start-up occurs via the slow start circuit (figure 8.13). By means of
this input the down converter is switched on and off by means of the ENABLE DOWN
CONVERTER signal generated by the control circuit.

The output stage of the NE5560 contains a flip-flop, a push-pull driven output transistor,
and a gate. The flip-flop is set by the flyback of the sawtooth. Resetting occurs by a
signal either from the PWM or the current limit circuit. With this configuration, it is
assured that the output is switched only once per period, thus prohibiting double pulsing.
The collector and emitter of the ouput transistor are connected to respectively pin 15 and
pin 14, allowing for normal or inverted output pulses. A gate, activated by one of the set
or reset pulses, or by a command from the start-stop circuit will immediately switch-off
the output transistor by short-circuiting its base.
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9 THE CONTROL CIRCUIT

In order to ignite the lamp a few phases of ignition must be gone through, also some
safety considerations must be paid attention to. Hence, a logic circuit has to be designed
which generates the desired enable signals for the down converter and the igniton circuit
as output signals.

When trying to ignite the lamp (switching the on/off switch of the ballast to 'on'), first an
open voltage and an ignition voltage pulse must be provided by the ignition circuit, then
the down converter must supply enough power to the lamp. This means that when starting
to ignite the lamp, both the ignition circuit as well as the down converter have to be
switched on.

By switching on the ignition circuit the ignition pulses and the 500Y open voltage are
generated. Since the down converter is also switched on, this should result in a succesfull
ignition of the lamp. Normally one ignition pulse is enough, but in worst case conditions
it might take a few ones. However, if the circuit is not capable of igniting the lamp
within a fraction of a second it must be assumed that something is wrong (no lamp, a bad
lamp, a short cut or some other malfunction in the ballast or the lamp), and for reasons of
safety both the down converter and the ignition circuit should be switched off by the
control circuit. This small time slice in which the lamp has to ignite is determined by R8
and Cl according to

(9.1)

since the High-Low and the Low-High transition of the input voltage of NOR-gate U3a is
located at half the supply voltage of U3a. With R8 =4. 7M!} and C 1= lOOnF this leads to
a value of td =O.33sec. If, on the other hand, the circuit is able to ignite the lamp, then
the ignition circuit should be switched off by the control circuit since there is no need for
it anymore. The down converter however must keep on working to supply power to the
lamp.

Schematically, the stages to pass through for igniting the lamp by switching on and off
the down converter and the ignition circuit can be described in the flowchart of figure
9.1.

A problem arises when trying to detect whether the lamp has been ignited or not. In fact
breakdown of the gas discharge has to be detected (this incorporates both run-up and
stable operation of the lamp).

Since an ignited lamp during run-up and in steady state operation always has a lamp
current IlanlP > 400mA and a lamp voltage DutilI' < 120Y, these values can be used to
detect whether the lamp has been ignited or not, by comparing them with reference values
(see figure 9.2).
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Figure 9.1: Flowchart for the control circuit.

For the purpose of achieving an accuracy as high as possible, the reference for the lamp
voltage is chosen inbetween the open circuit voltage (500V) and the maximum voltage of
an ignited lamp (120V). This results in a reference voltage Uref of 200V for the lamp
voltage. In the same way, the reference current is chosen inbetween 0 A and the
minimum current of an ignited lamp, thus resulting in a reference current Iref of 0.2 A.
Circuit measurements confirm that in case the lamp has not been ignited, U...mp is always
higher than 200V and 113ml' is always lower than 200mA. Actual comparing the measured
values is achieved by comparing voltages which are representative for the lamp voltage
and the lamp current ( UI3",/20 and U(I'amp) ).
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Figure 9.2: Diagram for sensing whether the
lamp has been ignited or not.

Since the inputs of the comparators are very sensitive, they have to be protected against
high voltage spikes. Therefore the dynamic inputs of the comparators (the measured
signals) have to be protected by 15V zener diodes. There is also a need for pull-up
resistors (R2 and R5) at the outputs of the comparators since the comparators that are
used, have an open collector output. For these pull-up resistors a value of lOkO is chosen.

In fact, this part of the circuit not really senses whether the lamp has been ignited or not,
it only detects whether power is delivered at the output in the same voltage and current
range as an ignited lamp. When the measured values indicate that power is delivered to
the lamp, ignition must stop and the power control circuit should take over control.

In view of the processes to go through when trying to ignite the lamp, the following two
sequences of logic signals can be generated; one for a succesfull ignition of the lamp, and
one for a non-succesfull ignition of the lamp.
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t < O.25sec : x:
,

H :

LAMP POWER

H

U30.pin6 L r;X:.....;.J.·, ~-~--------
,,

ON/OFT

ENABLE DOWN CONVERTER

ENABLE IGNITION CIRCUIT

t=O ignition ktd

Figure 9.3: Logic signals in case the lamp has been ignited.

t < 0.25sec

LAMP POWER

U30.pin6

ON/orF

ENABLE DOWN CONVERTER

ENABLE IGNITION CIRCUIT

1=0

Figure 9.4: Logic signals in case the lamp has not been ignited.

Using Karnaugh diagrams for the logic input signals gives us a schematic overview of all
possible combinations of the logic input signals of the control circuit, both for the enable
down converter signal as for the enable ignition circuit signal.
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Figure 9.5: Karnaugh diagrams for (a)
(b)

Enable down converter.
Enable ignition circuit.

These Karnaugh diagrams also make is possible to use Karnaugh's reduction method
(dotted lines in figure 9.5) which gives the following relation between the logic input
signals and the enable output signals of the control circuit:

ENABLE DOWN CONVERTER = [(LAMP POWER) V (t<td)] /\ (ON/OFF)

ENABLE IGNITION CIRCUIT = (LAMP POWER) 1\ (t<td) /\ (ON/OFF)

Developped to nor-gates this assumes the following form:

ENABLE DOWN CONVERTER = [(LAMP POWER) V (t<td)] /\ (ON/OFF)

ENABLE IGNITION CIRCUIT = (LAMP POWER) V (t<td) V (ON/OFF)

The complete circuit which generates the output signals to enable the down converter and
to enable the ignition circuit in order to ignite the lamp, developped in NOR-gates, is
shown in appendix 1.
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10 MEASUREMENTS

The efficiency of the ballast can be computed by measuring the input power of the ballast
(220V150Hz) and the output power of the ballast (input power of the lamp). This is done
with the help of a NORMA D5135 and a NORMA D4135 multi-function meter. Since an
output power of 34W (delivered to the lamp) corresponds with an input power of the
circuit of 39. 8W, the overall efficiency of the ballast is 85 %. The total loss of the circuit
is 5.8W and is mainly dissipated in the main MOSFET of the down converter.

In appendices 19 and 20 two examples of measurements on the light ouput during run up
are shown. Appendix 19 shows a too slow light run up, it takes too long for the relative
light ouput to reach the 100% level. When, however, the relative light ouput has reached
100%, it is kept at this level without any oscillations or overshoot.

By adjusting the run up circuit as described in paragraph 8.4.2. a light run up according
to S.A.E. norms can be achieved. Appendix 20 shows an example of a measurement of
such a light ouput.
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11 RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

The ballast as described in this report succesfully operates the Dl micro gas discharge
lamp. For ignition, the system uses a voltage multiplier and an ignitor that needs its own
housing close to the lamp. This ignition circuit generates ignition voltage pulses of 18kV.
After ignition, the glow to arc transition of the lamp is performed by discharging a
capacitor through a take over circuit into the lamp. When the lamp has ignited and the
glow to arc transition has been performed the main power circuit will provide power to
the lamp. This main power circuit consists of a pre conditioner (full bridge rectifier), a
down converter (100kHz) and a commutator (600Hz). The lamp thus operates on a square
wave current with a frequency of 600Hz.

The amount of power supplied to the lamp (in steady state 34W) is controlled by the
power control circuit and a run up circuit. In the run up phase of the lamp the run up
circuit takes care of the light output of the lamp. Light output has to be between
boundaries conform SAE norms, which means instant light and a fast increase of the
relative light output to 100% with as less oscillations as possible. As a follow up, a more
convenient adjustment of the power control circuit and the run up circuit (less potmeters)
could be developed since adjusting the circuit is quite time consuming.

As another follow up, the full bridge rectifier that is used as pre conditioner of the ballast
will be replaced by an up converter. Since the up converter is able to generate the
required open voltage of 500V, the ignition circuit only will have to take care of
generating the 18kV ignition voltage pulses. As a result of this, the 35V auxiliary power
supply of the ignition circuit will be redundant, the mains or the output of the up
converter may be used instead. This will lead to an increased circuit simplicity of the
ignition circuit. Replacing the full bridge rectifier by an up converter furthermore will
have a positive effect on the harmonics pollution of the mains and on the efficiency of the
ballast. The ballast, as it is described in this report (including full bridge rectifier), has an
overall efficiency of 85 % .

When building the designed circuitry, it showed that Elektro Magnetic Interference (EMI)
and cross talk of the lamp and parts of the circuitry amongst each other was a very
disturbing factor for a correct operation of the ballast. It even can destroy components of
the circuit (e.g. the gate of a MOSFET). This EMI and crosstalk is caused by the coils
and the large di/dt rates that occur in the circuitry. Taking care of the layout (no large
loops, twisting wires etc.) may minimize the effects (disturbance and/or destruction of the
circuit) of EMI and crosstalk.
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Appendix 7: Lamp data

Lamp power:
Nominal voltage:
Nominal current:
Ignition voltage:
Ignition pulse width:
Open circuit voltage:
Lamp current frequency:
Hot restrike:
Run up:
Run up curve:
Lamp potential:

34W ± 2W
85V (-15V, +30V)
0.4 A
18kV
0.15/Ls (zero crossing)
500V
550Hz ± 10% (600Hz)
yes
max. 2.6 A
conform SAE non continuous run up
~ OV

r----,<~~,~--_____,
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Appendix 8: Results of POWERL

RESULTS from pm~ERL vsn 13.1 I
~----------~ __ E: Wednesday, 16-9-1992 TIME: 15:00:27.13

Results for 35 Watt ForHard Converter
WARNING: A continuous current of 2.501 Amps was used.

DC resistance losses:
AC winding losses
Hysteresis losses
Eddy current loss

2.507 Watts
0.675 Watts
0.006 Watts
0.002 Watts

Total losses: 3.190 Watts ---> 57 degrees te~perature rise.

(Final temperature was reached.)
Number of turns optimized. Wire size fixed by POWERL, window usage 71.0%

Coretype ETD34 made from 3C85.
Wound with 128 turns of .75 rom wire. (6*25).
Number of turns optimized, Wire size fixed by POWERL, window usage 71.0%

~rent swing: 0.118 ampere, eff. current (over I/Fs) = 2.501 amps.
L = 1.346 mH, Imax = 2.618 A, Imin = 2.382 A, dutycycle = 13%
Bmin = 273 mTesla, Bmax = 301 mTesla, Al is computed to be 82.15 nH.
The peak (AC) value of B does not exceed 14 milli Tesla.
The COMPUTED parasitic capacitance is 36 pF.
Switching frequency: 99.2 kHz, effective frequency 3.5 kHz.
Pwinding, Rwinding 3.190 0.510
The ambient temperature is 85.0 degrees.
WARNING: current values and losses are computed at peak line voltage!

(Final temperature was reached.)
The ambient temperature is 85.0 degrees.
The inductor temperature rises to 142.4 degrees.

(Number of turns optimized) (Wire size fixed by POWERL, window usage 71.0%)
The IRF840 chip-temperature rises to 161.0 degrees. (1 chip(s))
(Using oscilloscope data).
The BYV34 chip-temperature rises to 120.6 degrees. (1 chip(s)
Ron = 1.230 Ohms, Irms = 0.889 amps per chip.

kHz 99 kHz.
3.190 Watts
0.555 Watts
0.972 Watts
3.533 Watts

Watts
Watts
: 1. 043 Watts

Min/@line max/Max frequencies :99 kHz 99
~ ':al losses in coil
Lvsses in the elco
Ohmic losses in IRF840
Transient losses in IRF840
ForNard losses in BYV34 : 1.548
Reverse recovery loss in BYV34 : 3.098
Dynamic loss in Cos, Cpar, Cinductor
Total losses: 12.896 Watts

**~*** FORWARD DETAILS ******

PIa 90.0 Watts
Lamp voltage 36.0 Volts
Elco voltage 285 Volts
Lowest frequency allowed 20.0 Khz
Elco resistance @ 100 Hz 1.5 Ohms
Elco resistance @ Fswitch 0.8 Ohms
Ratio of Imin to Imax 91.0%
Parasitic capacitance of inductor 30.0 pF
C: lUted maximum inductor current 2.618 Ampere
Parasitic capacitance of diode 4.0 pF
Cos of IRF840 225.0 pF
Thermal resistance of BYV34 23.0 K/Watt

Thermal resistance of IRF840 10.0 K/Watt
Reverse recovery time of BYV34 50.0 ns
Mean SWitching time of IRF840 50.0 ns
o state resistance of IRF840 @ 25e 0.9 ohms
C~_rent offset of comparator 1.0 rnA
Worst-case comparator delay 1.0 Usee
Number of turns optimized, Wire size fixed by POWERL, window usage 71.0%
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Appendix 11: SAE light output boundaries (for automotive application)
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Appendix 12: Data of the pulse transformer of th,e ignitor
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Appendix 13: Data of the take over coil
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Appendix 16: Gate-source voltage of the down converter MOSFET
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